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MSA Resources

MSA Online
Find product & tradeshow information and view trending MSA & Safety Industry news. 

Questions? Email us at us.cs@msasafety.com 

Digital Tools
Learn more about MSA products virtually. Visit our resources page for simulators, 

configurators, and other digital tools. 

 US us.msasafety.com/resources

 Canada ca.msasafety.com/resources

 Mexico mx.msasafety.com/resources

PPE Training & Safety Education

YouTube
View our extensive 600+ video library and link to our product demo, product 

maintenance, “How it’s Made”, and customer testimonial videos.   

youtube.com/msasafety

MSA has helped protect our customers for over 100 years in all facets of personal 
protective equipment and services. With this in mind, we recognize that education and 
training play an integral part as well. We offer:

For more information, visit https://us.msasafety.com/training.

• Virtual Led Training (VLT) — a customized, real-time learning experience conducted 

by an MSA Instructor via video conferencing.

• MSA-U® Online Training — get access to over 150 courses day or night—for free. 

• In-Person Training at One of our State-of-the-Art MSA Training Centers — allows us 

to teach students how to safely select, inspect and use PPE in true-to-life simulations.

• On-Site Safety Training — we can help you reduce lost time and liability through on-site documented 

competent equipment inspections.

• On-Site Survey, Hazard Assessment, & Audit — an MSA trained profession will conduct a walkthrough 

of your facility and provide a comprehensive written report documenting risks and recommendations.

See pp. 202–204 for  

more information about 

MSA’s training options.

Website
Visit MSAsafety.com for product info, part numbers, literature, approvals, and more. 

Leverage the power of our website by using our product simulators, configurators, 

product demo videos etc.   

Social Media
Facebook facebook.com/msasafety 

Facebook—Fire Service facebook.com/msasafetyfire

LinkedIn linkedin.com/company/msa-the-safety-company

Twitter twitter.com/msasafety

Instagram instagram.com/msasafety 
Instagram—Fire Service instagram.com/msasafetyfire
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Engineered Systems
Confined Space Equipment

Personal Protective Equipment
MSA Safety Training

Fall Protection



OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU...

The MSA Fall Protection Promise
MSA promises to replace any MSA harness and/or textile lanyard FREE of charge if a user falls while properly using 

our product. If the fall occurs while using an MSA mechanical device, we will replace or re-certify the device FREE of 

charge. MSA believes that it is important to provide high quality products and recognize safe work practices.

Products should be returned with a signed copy of the accident report to:

MSA 

Attn: Fall Protection Product Line Manager 

1100 Cranberry Woods Drive 

Cranberry Township, PA 16066-5204

Fall Protection

Engineered Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pages 119–138

Confined Space. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .pages 139–151

Personal Protective Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pages 152–201

MSA Safety Training Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pages 202–204
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Commercial  
and Public Buildings
Imagine providing safe access 
without damaging roof integrity. 

Latchways horizontal and inclined systems, with 
their Constant Force® Posts, do just that. We 
created systems like WalkSafe® to help further 
reduce wear and tear and LadderLatch™ to keep 
workers safe as they climb new heights.

Transmission Towers,  
Distribution and  
Telecommunications

From towers to masts to monopoles, Latchways 
vertical systems can be seen protecting workers 
on transmission towers and distribution and 
telecommunication structures all over the world—
even those in the most icy, rainy conditions.

Bridges and  
Infrastructure
Each bridge and infrastructure 
project has different fall protection 

requirements. Latchways inclined, horizontal and 
vertical systems deliver unprecedented versatility, 
making it safe for workers to maintain cables, 
traverse bridge undersides, or safely access 
towers—no matter how harsh the conditions.

Industrial  
Manufacturing
From overhead systems for 
above machinery operation to 

permanently installed lifelines, to temporary 
SRLs for one-off maintenance jobs, Latchways 
brings safety solutions to virtually any industrial 
manufacturing project. Our systems can link 
together horizontally, vertically and up inclines, 
and can be retrofitted or included as part of a  
new build.

Oil and Gas
Our range of user-friendly safety 
solutions, from Latchways Self-
Retracting Lifelines to Latchways 

Personal Rescue Device®, meet the demands of the 
oil and gas industry—and then some. With vertical, 
horizontal and inclined cable systems designed to 
follow complex contours found on rigs, pipe racks, 
gantries and more, we bring fall protection to the 
most severe environments.

Wind Energy
From wind farm owners to 
maintenance contractors to global 
turbine manufact-urers, wind 

energy professionals rely on innovations like our 
Latchways Sealed Self-Retracting Lifeline for 
safety and our TowerLatch™ unit for uninterrupted 
ladder ascension.

Global Leaders  
in Fall Protection

Because we provide customized fall protection solutions all around the world with our range of 
Latchways® systems, MSA has a thorough understanding of any given country’s safety concerns 
and needs. We have wide-ranging support, too, as our product leadership is backed by a worldwide 
network of highly trained registered installers and contractor companies.

And MSA is always thinking ahead—monitoring legislative developments around the world so that 
we can respond quickly with products and services designed to comply with new regulations without 
sacrificing productivity.

Simply put: MSA is fluent in the global language of fall protection.

No wonder our trusted systems and award-winning components can be found on structures as far 
away as Sydney’s Harbour Bridge and as close by as Milwaukee’s Miller Park Stadium.

Premium fall protection solutions tailored to your project needs

MSA is comprehensive in its care and concern for those working at height. Our versatile fall protection 
systems— from roof to tower—offer solutions for nearly every work environment. Our experience 
working with so many different industries, from aerospace to tourism, means we have thorough 
knowledge of the particular fall protection needs specific to a variety of applications.

So tell us what you’re looking for. With our Latchways range of smartly engineered systems and  
best-quality products, you’re in the hands of experts.
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Road and Rail
With time- and cost-saving 
options like Latchways Personal 
Rescue Device, Self-Retracting 

Lifeline and overhead cable systems, MSA 
keeps road and rail workers safe. Whether 
refurbishing stations, locomotives and loading 
trucks, or testing signals, you’re on the right 
track with MSA.

Stadiums and Tourism
The inherent flexibility of MSA 
horizontal, vertical and incline 
systems means fall protection  

is available to virtually any structure—from 
sports arenas like the Manchester Stadium to 
tourist attractions like the Orlando Eye.

Aerospace
Working with aircraft engineers, 
MSA developed the easy-to-use 
Latchways WinGrip® system 

(for aircraft) to protect aerospace workers 
at height, without sacrificing productivity or 
quality. Among its many remarkable features, 
a WinGrip lifeline can span the length of any 
aircraft wing, allowing up to four workers 
access to all areas without ever disconnecting 
from the WinGrip lifeline. With the WinGrip 
AIO, flightline and hangar tasks become more 
efficient. Compact and lightweight, this self-
contained vacuum anchor requires little setup 
or removal time. In addition, it’s powered by 
a shop air supply or refillable gas cylinder 
that provides a minimum of six hours of 
stationary use. This is advanced technology at 
its best, able to perform in extreme hot or cold 
temperatures.

Elevating the Science  
of Fall Protection

Better science means better protection—it’s that simple, really.
No wonder MSA has been putting its resources, energy and smarts into the most cutting-
edge technologies and most inspired breakthroughs with the Latchways range of products. 
We combine innovative technologies, best-in-class materials and advanced design to 
take fall protection to great new heights. The result is precisely engineered systems and 
components built for exceptional safety. Latchways systems are smartly designed for simple 
integration into nearly every work environment, bringing confidence to workers at height.

Fall Protection Designed by Us.  
Just for You.

With our dedicated in-house Design and Specification Team offering a number of  
free-of-charge services, MSA can assist you with your fall protection requirements.

Design services—creating with your needs in mind

Design and Spec Service—MSA’s team of experts works with your AutoCAD roof plans 
or Building Information Modeling (BIM) files building elevations and sections to produce a 
complete fall protection system plan—integrated into your working files.

Design Advice Service—Here, our Design and Spec team assesses your own drawings 
featuring a fall protection layout and then offers advice and recommendations where 
necessary.

Simply choose whichever service suits you best, and we will provide you with a full Work-
at-Height proposal to fulfill all your needs, all your legislative requirements, all within 10 
working days.

In-Person Consultation—On more unusual projects that present different kinds of design 
challenges, it is sometimes easier to talk things through face-to-face. If you would prefer  
an in-person meeting, MSA will have a member of our team, or a representative from  
our network of Registered Installers, visit your offices to further discuss your specific  
design needs.
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What You Can Expect  
When You Partner With Us

MSA’s Work-at-Height  
Proposal

MSA supplies all its customers with our Work-at-Height proposal — offering information and advice on how to provide a complete  
fall protection solution.

The proposal includes:

•  A full system design (using the information provided in the Design Questionnaire)

•  Information on the Latchways product range and how they are fit for the purpose for which they are intended

•  Guidance on planning for rescue should a fall occur

Design Questionnaire

The completion of a Latchways Design Questionnaire enables us to specify a full design. The questionnaire takes into account:

•  Areas requiring access

•  Construction of area requiring fall protection (e.g., roof material)

•  Any known hazards

Registered Installer Companies

MSA’s Design and Specification service is supported by our global network of installer companies who play a full and proactive role in 
providing complete solutions for your chosen design— from installation and testing to certification and system maintenance.

When you use our in-house Design and Specification team, you can 
expect us to design the most ideal fall protection system layout for your 
project. We address all your needs, including:
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•  Assessing the risk

•  Selecting the right system

•  System applications

•  User competency

•  Product compatibility (with 
major roofing manufacturers, 
for example)

•  Specifications (Master Format)

•  Standard fixing details

•  Design layout guidelines

•  Alternative Latchways products 
to help meet your requirements

Our experts are proficient, so they can provide system designs 
for all applications, across all industries—from traditional 
horizontal systems used by construction to WinGrip® systems 
used by aerospace.

BIM Portfolio and Resources
We’re making it easier to integrate fall protection solutions 
into your BIM plans. With our portfolio of complex, intelligent 
BIM models, you can incorporate fall protection compliant with 
regulations to protect people working at height. Learn more and 
download resources at latchways.com/bim-objects.
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Latchways Horizontal Lifelines (HLL)

Latchways horizontal lifelines are known 
worldwide for their versatility and ease  
of use, making them the ideal choice for 
protecting workers as they go about day-
to-day activities like maintenance, cleaning, 
inspection and more.

Easily customized for virtually any structure 
or unique requirement, MSA precisely 
engineered horizontal systems are built to 
work in all areas of industry, construction 
and maintenance. Installations include retail 
outlets, stadiums, transmission towers and 
industrial complexes—not to mention famous 
sites like New York’s Grand Central Station, 
the Hong Kong Airport, and the Eden Project 
in Cornwall, home to the world’s largest 
indoor rainforest.

Committed to bringing you the best  
in quality, versatility and satisfaction,  
MSA continues to work closely with major 
roofing manufacturers to produce a full range 
of fall protection systems for all designs and 
types of roofs.

Constant Force® Post  
Technology
In typical leadership fashion, MSA takes 
the science of Latchways Constant 
Force and applies it to the fall protection 
industry—providing an easy-to-install,  
reliable and cost-effective solution to  
rooftop safety.

Constant Force Explained
The principles of fall arrest are based on 
effective load control, meaning that a system 
must be able to withstand the force of a 
person’s fall while absorbing the energy it 
generates. In the past, this was achieved by 
attaching the system to the structure of the 
building with the anchor point absorbing the 
load. This inherently caused difficulties for 
designers and installers, since the system 
location was determined by the structural 
elements of the building. System installation, 
meanwhile, was time consuming because 
anchors had to be fixed above and below, 
often creating issues regarding warranties, 
leakage and cold bridging.

The MSA Solution
Latchways Constant Force Post (CFP)  
does not need to be fixed to the building 
structure but instead top-fixes to the roof, 
therefore simplifying installation, saving time 
and protecting structures from compromise. 
With Constant Force technology as its 
governing principle, the load generated in 
the event of a fall is absorbed through the 
Latchways system, minimizing loads placed on  
the roof structure.

The Constant Force Coil controls the load when 

a fall occurs, limiting the impact to the roof 

construction.
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End anchor

Corner anchor

Intermediate anchor

Start anchor

Latchways Horizontal Lifelines (HLL)

Constant Force® Post Components
Recognizing the importance of installing a fully compliant solution to all major roof constructions, manufacturers across the globe were consulted to 
create a brilliantly compatible anchor: the Latchways Constant Force Post. With just a handful of components, the Constant Force technology can be 
designed to fit nearly any roof configuration.

Roof-Type Fixing Options
Latchways Constant Force Systems bring complete fall protection solutions to both fall restraint and 
fall arrest. The simplicity of our fixings allows for quick and easy installation, providing safe solutions to 
workers at height.

Latchways systems work with all major roof manufacturers. 

Fixing Method:
4 split clamps

Constant Force Post 
on standing-seam roofing

Fixing Method:
16 stitching
screws/bulb
tite rivets

Constant Force Post 
on corrugated metal decking

Fixing Method:
20 bulb tite
water seal rivets

Constant Force Post 
on secret-fix roofing

Fixing Method:
4 toggle bolts

Constant Force Post 
on flat roofing

Turnbuckle 
Assembly

The turnbuckle
assembly provides  
a cable termination 
and method of  
tensioning the system. 
The integral indicator 
disc spins when the 
correct system tension  
is reached.

Swage  
& Clevis

The swage and clevis 
unit provides the 
method of terminating 
the cable at the  
opposite end of the 
system to the  
turnbuckle assembly.

90° Corner  
Bracket

This one-piece corner 
bracket, attached 
to an intermediate 
anchor, provides an 
angle change of 90°  
within the system.

Variable  
Bracket

This bracket attaches 
to an intermediate  
anchor and provides 
an angle change of 
between 0° and 80°  
on either horizontal or 
vertical planes.

D-Ring  
& Hanger

The D-ring and hanger 
form an intermediate 
cable support. The 
cable is threaded 
through the hanger, 
allowing the Trans-
fastener to travel the 
length of the system 
without disconnecting.

Entry  
Terminal

Where a Transfastener 
is used on a system, 
the entry terminal  
is used to enable entry 
and connection.

The user, wearing a full-body harness and 
energy-absorbing lanyard, is continuously 
attached to the system with a Latchways 
Transfastener™, MSA’s innovative device 
that can rotate its way through the 
intermediate cable supports. For systems 
with no entry terminal, a Removable 
Transfastener can be used. 
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Freestanding Constant Force® Post
Typically, a cable-based system is installed top-fixed to the roof structure. However, this isn’t always practical 
or desired—for example, when a permanent roof edge or gutter maintenance system is in place but a “one-
off” repair is required in the center or another location accessible from this system. Another example is when 
the facility is being leased and alterations to the roof are not allowed.

For these situations and more, you need the Latchways 
freestanding Constant Force Post (CFP). To be used  
on a single-ply roof only, this expertly engineered  
self-weighted anchor incorporates CFP technology  
but does not require fixing through the roof sheet.  
When required, a number of CFPs can be combined  
to create a full system.

Latchways Horizontal Lifelines (HLL)

Overhead Systems—Single- and Multi-Span Systems Components
With Latchways overhead systems, all you have 
to do is look up and you’ll find a greater sense 
of security and confidence.

Combining MSA’s unique knowledge of fall 
protection with innovative Constant Force 
technology, our overhead systems deliver 
maximum accessibility and hands-free 
mobility—not to mention ease of use and 
simple installation.

The Latchways range of overhead systems 
house Constant Force technology in an  
in-line energy absorber, so if a worker 
connected to the system should fall, the 
Constant Force energy absorber controls the 
load back to the structure. Simply put, it’s a 
smartly designed system precisely engineered 
to react lightning quick.

Ideal for industrial environments and in 
applications such as warehouses, loading bays 
and airplane hangars, Latchways overhead 
system is heads above when it comes to fall 
protection safety.

Constant Force  
Energy Absorber

Located at one end of 
the system, the energy 
absorber ensures that, 
in the event of a fall, 
the maximum load 
transferred to the  
structure does not exceed 
4047 lb. (18 kN).

Overhead System 
Mobile Anchorage

Allows an SRL to be  
connected to the 
overhead system.

Line Tensioning 
Device

Allows the system  
to be correctly tensioned 
for use. The indicator disc 
will spin freely when the 
correct tension is reached 
at 1124 lb. (5 kN).

Mobile  
Anchorage

Allows an SRL to be 
connected to the 
overhead system. 
Anchorage can travel 
over intermediate 
brackets without 
disconnection.

Intermediate  
Brackets

Support the cable on 
multi-span systems 
and also accommodate 
change in direction.

Did you know that, for 

systems up to 200 ft (61 m), 

intermediate brackets are not 

necessary? Latchways overhead 

systems remove the need 

for structural elements and 

intermediate bracket fittings to 

be installed. Latchways is the 

only product to achieve this.

Single-Span System Components—distances up to 200 ft (61 m)

Multi-Span System Components—all distances and those greater than 200 ft (61 m)

A

A

D E C

CB

A B C D E
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Latchways Vertical Lifelines (VLL)

Anywhere in the world, wherever there’s a call for telecoms, masts, rooftops or any at-height work space—you are likely to find a Latchways 
vertical cable-based fall protection system. All you have to do is scan the horizon.

Featuring our brilliantly engineered TowerLatch™ and LadderLatch™ systems, the Latchways system options offer outstanding personal safety for 
those working at height, particularly in the telecom and wind energy industries. Both TowerLatch and LadderLatch emphasize inherent flexibility, 
meaning they can be configured for a wide variety of applications, including ladders, towers, masts, monopoles and other structures specific to 
these industries.

Dedicated to Safety
• Reliable security: Our VLLs incorporate a fluorescent red indicator that appears in the event  

of a fall

• Flexible freedom: Each systems’ universal attachment device rotates freely through 
intermediate cable guides for continuous hands-free protection

• Load control: In the event of a fall, the load applied to the worker is limited to a maximum 
of 1349 lbs (6 kN) by either a Constant Force absorber at the top of the system or a webbing 
energy absorber on the device

• Inspection: TowerLatch and LadderLatch systems are regarded as part of the tower structure, 
and inspected accordingly

• Trusted quality: Both systems meet or exceed all relevant international standards

• Extra security: A webbing strop can be incorporated into the systems’ attachment device to 
facilitate rescue as needed

Engineering excellence
All MSA systems are manufactured to the highest international standards, using only the best 
materials. Critical components are individually numbered and batch-conformance and dye-
penetrant tested—a quality standard unsurpassed in the industry. In addition to  rigorous in-house 
testing, all MSA products undergo external verification to ensure they meet or exceed relevant 
industry standards.

The TowerLatch system has also been subjected to accelerated aging, wind tunnel trials and cyclic 
testing—all of which have confirmed the inherent quality and durability of the system.

MSA products are specifically developed to take into account the latest structural innovations, while 
the company’s commitment to excellence means that its systems have  
a proven track record of safety and reliability—even in the most extreme environments.

Ease of installation and use
• Incorporation at the design stage for new towers or retrofitting to existing structures

• Installation that follows the contours of any structure, including horizontal and inclined sections

• A comprehensive range of components that enables quick and easy installation on any type of 
overhead line tower, vertical structure or ladder

• Utilization by up to six users

• Units that can be attached or detached at any point in the system

• Installation in virtually any environment

Transmission  
Towers
Flexible enough to 
accommodate every safety 

need for working at height, Latchways vertical 
systems are ideal for personnel accessing high-

voltage transmission towers or transformers in 

substations.

Fixed Ladder  
Systems
With its simple design concept 

built for optimal flexibility 
and superior protection, MSA TowerLatch and 

LadderLatch systems can be installed to follow 
the contours of any structure, maximizing the 

system’s safety value in a working environment.

Networks and  
Telecoms
MSA’s mission is to make 

sure every customer gets the 
solution they need. Whether the systems you 

require are for greenfield sites or rooftops sites, 
new build or retrofit, network roll-out programs 

or upgrading of antennas, MSA offers tailor-

made service with maximum support.

Wind Turbines
When ascending a ladder 

within a new build or retrofit 
turbine, rely on Latchways 

TowerLatch to deliver the ideal hands-free 
solution, securing the climber to the cable via 

the chest D-ring on their full-body harness.
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Fixed Ladder Systems
For use on stadiums, oil rigs, land-based 
wind towers and other elevated work 
environments, Latchways fixed ladder 
systems are always ready for climbing. 
Featuring our innovative LadderLatch™ unit, 
with its unique starwheel component that 
provides continuous security with hands-
free climbing, our fixed ladder systems 
are designed to maximize confidence and 
productivity. And, because they are flexible 
enough to follow the contours of virtually 
any structure, these fixed ladder systems 
maximize the safety value in a working 
environment, too.

Putting a typical system together
A typical vertical system usually consists of a top 
anchor, a bottom anchor and a Constant Force 
energy absorber in between.

Top anchor

The top anchor is a bracket with a built-in safety 
factor greater than 2 times the potential load 
generated when a fall occurs.

Constant Force energy absorber

The Constant Force energy absorber ensures 
that the load applied back to the structure and 
the climber, in the event of a fall, is limited to a 
maximum of 1349 lbs (6 kN).

Intermediate cable guides

These brackets support the cable, ensuring that 
a correct stand-off distance from the structure 
is maintained. The spacing of the intermediates 
is dependent on the height and location of the 
structure. An extensive range is available to cater 
to all types of structures.

Bottom anchor

The bottom anchor is a bracket that provides a 
swage-free system termination and an integral 
tensioning device. At the correct cable pre-tension, 
the unit’s indicator disc will spin freely. Captive 
security bolts prevent unauthorized system 
adjustment.

Fixed ladder systems use the LadderLatch  
attachment device.

Vertical Ladder System Kits

The prepackaged ladder system kits listed below 
are ready to go and can be installed by the end-
user. Ladderlatch Climbing Device sold separately.

Kit Numbers Length

30901-00 20 ft (6 m)

30902-00 40 ft (12 m) 

30903-00 55 ft (17 m) 

30904-00 75 ft (22 m) 

30905-00 90 ft (27 m) 
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Latchways MonoStep System for Telecom Masts

MSA always searches for ways to satisfy our customers’ fall protection needs. One great example 
of this is our MonoStep removable step system, developed in response to telecom companies’ need 
for unobtrusive, tamper-proof climbing systems for their monopole structures. The Latchways 
MonoStep is an ideal system for use on the first 9 to13 ft (3 to 4 m) of a pole and designed to work 
in conjunction with the Latchways TowerLatch device.

Top anchor

This bracket has a built-in safety factor  
of greater than 2 times the potential load 
generated when a fall occurs. The system 
energy absorber is attached at this point.

Constant Force energy absorber

The Constant Force energy absorber ensures 
that, in the event of a fall, the load applied 
back to the structure and the climber is 
limited to a maximum of 1349 lbs (6 kN). 
A three- or six-person version is available, 
with both units having a red fluorescent 
indicator showing if a fall has occurred.

MonoStep

You can easily install and remove the smartly 
designed MonoStep: simply click the step over 
studs mounted on the monopole.

Bottom anchors

This bottom bracket provides a swage-free 
system termination and an integral tensioning 
device. At the correct cable pre-tension, 
the unit’s indicator disc will spin freely. 
Unauthorized system adjustment is prevented 
through the use of captive security bolts.

The Monostep system uses the TowerLatch™
attachment device. 
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TowerLatch™ Engineered Cable Lifelines

There are two types of systems for overhead line towers: StepBolt and L-Bolt.

StepBolt

Latchways StepBolt is a vertical fall protection system for retro-fitting to overhead line tower 
climbing legs. Fixed to the structure by the step bolts, the system has no in-line energy absorber. 
The TowerLatch SP attachment device incorporates a built-in energy-absorbing pack to reduce 
the end load in the event of a fall. The system is designed for use by up to four workers at the 
same time.

L-Bolt

Like the StepBolt, Latchways L-Bolt system is also for retrofitting to overhead line tower climbing 
legs—though it is fixed to the tower by L-bolts, which are available in a range of sizes to suit each 
structure. The TowerLatch attachment device incorporates a webbing strop to facilitate rescue.

Top anchor

This bracket has a built-in safety factor  
of greater than 2 times the potential  
load generated when a fall occurs.  
The Constant Force energy absorber  
can be attached at this point.

Constant Force energy absorber 
(L-Bolt system only)

The Constant Force energy absorber 
ensures that, in the event of a fall, the 
load applied back to the structure and the 
climber is limited to a maximum of 1349 
lbs (6 kN). A three- or six-person version 
is available, with both units having a red 
fluorescent indicator showing if a fall has 
occurred.

Intermediate cable guides

These brackets support the cable, 
ensuring that a correct stand-off 
distance from the structure is 
maintained and also controls the cable 
against the effects of wind.  
The spacing of the intermediates 
depends on the height and location of 
the structure. An extensive  
range is available to cater to all  
types of structures.

Bottom anchor

This bottom bracket provides a 
swage-free system termination 
and an integral tensioning device. 
At the correct cable pre-tension, 
the unit’s indicator disc will spin 
freely. Captive security bolts prevent 
unauthorized system adjustment.

TowerLatch systems for overhead towers use the 
TowerLatch or TowerLatch SP attachment devices. 
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Bridges
BridgeLatch is 
an ideal choice 
when the cable 

system you’re attaching to  
is located at waist height,  
such as when walking on 
bridge suspension cables.  
The Latchways BridgeLatch 
device has been utilized 
across the world, including 
on the Lyiesford Bridges in 
Norway.

Stadiums
BridgeLatch 
is the chosen 
attachment 

device on more unusual 
constructions, including highly 
popular visitor attractions 
such as “Up at the O2”— 
where a BridgeLatch device 
and cable system assists 
thousands of tourists as they 
climb and descend the steep 
profile of the O2 Arena in 
London.

BridgeLatch attachment device.

Entry and exit  
terminals

BridgeLatch can 
be connected and 
disconnected only at 
designated entry and exit 
terminals. This built-in 
safety feature is designed 
to prevent the user from 
improperly using or 
accidentally disconnecting 
from the device.

Cable

Latchways uses a 5⁄16” 
(8 mm) 1 x 19” 316-
grade stainless-steel 
cable that has a unique 
identification system. The 
cable is factory tested 
to check its physical 
properties and to ensure 
consistent performance.

Intermediate  
cable guides

These brackets support 
the cable, keeping the 
correct stand-off distance 
from the structure. The 
design of the bracket 
allows for easy retrofit, 
while the spacing of the 
brackets is dependent on  
the height and location  
of the structure.

Mid-entry  
terminal

With a mid-entry 
terminal, a user can enter 
or exit the system at any 
designated point rather 
than having to return to 
the terminals at the ends 
of the system.

A B C D

Latchways Inclined Systems

While working at height is tough, working at height on an incline can present uniquely different challenges. 
MSA has developed a comprehensive range of Latchways system components that can be configured to 
provide a tailored cable lifeline suited to structures that slope. Our two main components, the BridgeLatch™ 
and ClimbLatch™ devices, are built to bring optimal security, flexibility and mobility to the at-height,  
on-incline workplace.

BridgeLatch
For inclined lifelines running between 0° and 70°, the Latchways BridgeLatch device secures the user to the 
cable via a fixed-length lanyard connecting to the D-ring attachment point of a full-body harness. Featuring 
a starwheel mechanism that rotates freely over intermediate cable supports and brackets, this smartly 
engineered device eliminates the disconnection requirement that can lead to potential accidents or loss in 
productivity.

The result is confident, hands-free operation with optimal freedom of movement, because workers can now 
move up or down the cable system’s incline—without the need to detach.

Better still, in the event of a fall, the BridgeLatch device is designed to clamp fast onto the cable, preventing 
the user from falling or sliding down the incline on which they’re working.

Depending on the incline of the system, MSA offers two different types of devices: one that covers inclines up 
to a 40° pitch, another that should be used on a pitch of up to 70°.

Typical Latchways BridgeLatch System Components 

A B C D
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Latchways Inclined Systems

Designed to protect the user from a sliding fall on a sloped surface, the ClimbLatch™ device was created for 
use on an inclined system between 15° and 40°—though it can also be used on a system that moves from 
horizontal to vertical orientation.

Compatibility among components ensures your customized system— whether vertical, horizontal or 
inclined—delivers smooth, continuous transitions.

Like the BridgeLatch device, ClimbLatch permits hands-free travel up sloped surfaces, freeing the worker 
to use both hands for work or climbing. Safety features include a required entry point on which to attach to 
the system. In the event of a fall, the ClimbLatch device locks onto the cable, not only arresting the fall but 
keeping the worker from sliding down the system.

ClimbLatch attachment device. 

ClimbLatch
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BridgeLatch

• Latchways BridgeLatch device secures the 
user to the lifeline cable on inclines that run 
between 0° and 70°.

• Featuring our groundbreaking starwheel 
mechanism that rotates freely over 
intermediate cable supports and brackets, 
the BridgeLatch’s intelligent engineering 
means you don’t have to disconnect the 
unit and risk potential accidents or loss in 
productivity.

• The result is remarkable freedom of 
movement and hands-free operation so 
users can do their best, most confident work.

ClimbLatch

• The ClimbLatch device has many similar 
features of the LadderLatch and TowerLatch 
but is designed to be used on an inclined 
system—suitable for inclines between 0° 
and 40°.

• Universal devices for use on all Latchways horizontal systems, suitable for both fall restraint and arrest systems
• Incorporate unique starwheel, allowing the unit to pass over cable supports and corners without the need to detach

Transfastener and  
Removable Transfastener

LadderLatch TowerLatch TowerLatch SP

• While the Transfastener requires 
a specific entry point, the 
Removable Transfastener can 
attach or detach at any 
safe point

•Anti-inversion mechanism 
prevents device from connecting 
to the cable upside-down

•Connects to user at chest point
•Able to attach or detach at any 

safe point of the system
•In the event of a fall, the unit locks 

onto the cable and arrests the fall

• Includes integral webbing strop 
to provide fast post-fall rescue

• Includes an integral energy absorber 
(“shock pack”) for use where a 
Constant Force absorber is not present 
 in the vertical lifeline system

Attachment Devices

All Latchways attachment devices are designed to connect the user, wearing a full-body harness, to a Latchways cable system.

Common to all devices is the patented starwheel mechanism, which rotates freely over intermediate cable supports and around corner brackets 
without needing to disconnect the unit. This allows hands-free operation for the system users.
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WinGrip Single-User System

The original WinGrip is our single-user system, providing a fall 
protection anchor point for wings, fuselage or stabilizers. Highly 
portable, this easily installed system is particularly suited to line 
maintenance and other temporary work. Here, the anchor is positioned 
and vacuum-locked in place, then used by a worker wearing a  
full-body harness with a safety lanyard and work positioning rope, 
connected to the vacuum anchor. The adjustable work positioning rope 
provides comfortable hands-free operation within a radius of 10 ft  
(3 m). Two vacuum anchors can be used to triangulate and fix the 
worker’s position.

WinGrip Barrier System

The WinGrip barrier system offers multi-personnel protection. The 
system provides a safe, enclosed working environment for several 
workers at a time. Here, workers do not need to use harnesses or 
lanyards, and they require only basic training to work within the system. 
Initially designed for Boeing maintenance programs, our barrier system 
consists of a series of upright stanchions and telescoping horizontal 
rails. The stanchion is connected at the base to a WinGrip vacuum 
anchor and is fully adjustable, ensuring a perfect installation on flat or 
curved surfaces. The horizontal rails are adjustable in length and angle, 
allowing any shape of the system to be installed in large areas.

Latchways WinGrip Vacuum Anchor 
is a fall protection system developed 
for use in the maintenance and 
manufacturing of aircraft.

As flexible as it is safe, a WinGrip 
Anchor can be fixed to wings, 
fuselage or stabilizers. The system 
is quick to install, easy to use and 
suitable for work inside the hangar, 
or outside, on the apron. Originally developed in collaboration 
with aircraft engineers seeking revolutionary new ways to protect 
workers at height, the first WinGrip vacuum anchor systems were 
delivered to British Airways in 1999. These first single-user systems 
gave the industry a time saving, cost-cutting lift by delivering fall 
protection in a radius around the anchor, in virtually any location on 
the aircraft—and they’re still being used today. In fact, these days 
the WinGrip product is so ubiquitous, you’ll find it in the aircraft 
maintenance manuals of both Boeing and Airbus.

Latchways WinGrip aerospace line consists of four different products—each with its own unique benefits that accommodate ever-evolving customer 
needs and ever-changing legislative requirements.

WinGrip at a Glance

Latchways WinGrip® Vacuum Anchor

• Lightweight and portable anchors weigh less than 13 lbs (5.9 kg).

• Suitable for wet or dry surfaces, inside hangars, or on the apron

• Intrinsically safe, even with fuel tanks open—runs on compressed air 
or nitrogen;  
no electrical requirements

• Approved and used by all major aircraft manufacturers

• Easy to install and simple hands-free operation

• Independently tested to meet all relevant international standards

• Abscence of metal-on-metal contact protects surfaces and 
eliminates risk of sparking

• Single- or multiple-user cable-based systems are available

• Suitable for heavy and light maintenance environments

• Should air supply fail, an alarm will sound and workers have at least 
20 minutes to reach safety
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Latchways WinGrip Vacuum Anchor

WinGrip Lifeline System
The WinGrip lifeline system was introduced in 2005 as an ideal solution for use in 
construction, heavy maintenance and return operations, allowing for safe, hands-free 
access for multiple workers along the entire length of a wing or fuselage.

The system consists of two end-anchor vacuum anchors with cables spanning between 
them, and intermediate anchors as needed to suit any cable length. Each anchor is 
positioned and vacuum-locked in place, with stainless-steel safety cables connected and 
tensioned at one end. Workers connect to the cable using the unique Latchways shuttle. 
Up to four workers can use the system, wearing full-body harnesses and work positioning 
ropes. Built for greater flexibility and productivity, this system allows hands-free movement 
along the whole cable length, with shuttles gliding over intermediate anchors.

System benefits

• Can be customized to fit any length of 
aircraft wing

• Ideal for heavy maintenance and longer 
access requirements

• Up to 4 users per system

• Fall arrest rated

• Safe method of installation and removal

• Provides full access to any wing without 
needing to disconnect

• Hands-free operation

Latchways WinGrip AIO Vacuum Anchor
Looking for ways to make flightline or hangar tasks more efficient, 
MSA’s visionary team created the WinGrip AIO: a self-contained, 
compact, lightweight vacuum anchor. Powered by shop air supply or a 
refillable gas cylinder that provides at least six hours of stationary use, 
this marvel of fall protection technology is able to perform in extreme 
temperature—from arctic cold to desert heat. With little setup or removal 
time needed, the WinGrip AIO is ideal for use on “walking” areas of wings 
or structural sections of the fuselage.

Once the WinGrip AIO anchor has been vacuum-locked in place, the 
worker can attach to the system wearing a full-body harness and work 
positioning ropes with hands-free access to undertake all necessary 
maintenance. A single WinGrip AIO anchor provides a working area  
radius of nearly 10 ft (3 m), while an additional anchor can be attached  
to allow a larger work area. When using additional anchors, users can 
“step-stone” their way along the work area.

If for some reason the air or nitrogen supply used by the WinGrip AIO should fail, an audible alarm 
sounds, and the vacuum anchor will maintain a safe working vacuum for at least 20 minutes.
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Latchways VersiRail® Guardrail Systems

Looks can be deceiving. Even in the simplest environments, at-height workers 
are still subject to falls—after all, just because the risk is minimal doesn’t mean 
the risk is eliminated. This is where MSA’s passive fall protection systems come in.

It’s called “passive” protection, because once properly installed, it doesn’t 
require any action to be taken by the worker. Guardrails and netting are perfect 
examples of just such protection— helping to minimize risk by providing a 
barrier to the hazard while protecting more than one worker at a time.

Other scenarios where passive fall protection comes into play include areas 
where workers have frequent and regular access to locations, environments 
where tasks may take longer, and situations where workers aren’t required to 
participate in personal protection equipment training.

No matter the passive scenario, it all adds up to one thing: the active need to 
protect every individual from fall hazards.

On Guard for Fall Hazards
For flat surfaces up to a 10° slope, the MSA range of Latchways 
VersiRail guardrail systems offer collective protection designed 
to safeguard against falls. It’s available in two different forms: 
as a freestanding system that requires no penetration, or as a 
fixed system that can be permanently attached to parapet walls 
or roof decks.

Made of durable aluminum and corrosion-resistant construction, 
these lightweight, fully weatherproof systems are quick and 
easy to install—not to mention versatile enough to be designed 
for any roof with up to 10 degrees pitch. They’re also built with 
your aesthetic eye in mind. VersiRail systems are available in 
straight, curved or inclined styles, and they can be delivered 
with a polished finish or powder coated in a large array of colors.
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Straight Upright
Classic design for a perfect fit

With its simple design built for seamless 
integration into your building’s clean lines 
and contours, the straight upright system is 
well suited for protecting access points and 
demarcating walkways.

Straight upright system with:

q  Slab mounting plate

w  Wall mounting plate

e  Z-type mounting plate

r  Parapet mounting plate
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Latchways VersiRail Guardrail Systems

Freestanding Folding
Safety meets architectural aesthetics

When collective protection is not needed, 
VersiRail’s folding uprights can lie flat, 
concealing the system from ground-level views. 
Available in straight, curved or inclined styles.

Curved Upright
Greater safety around the bend

With a sleek and handsome arc, the curved 
upright system adds to the design of your 
building while providing a greater level of safety 
by keeping workers farther from  
the roof edge.

Curved upright system with:

q  Slab mounting plate

w  Wall mounting plate

e  Z-type mounting plate

r  Parapet mounting plate

Inclined Upright
Artful integration upon sight

With its 20° incline, this aesthetically designed 
VersiRail variation better integrates into the 
building to be less  
visible from ground level.

Inclined upright system with:

q  Slab mounting plate

w  Wall mounting plate

e  Z-type mounting plate

r  Parapet mounting plate
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Latchways VersiRail Guardrail Systems

Bringing flexibility and customization together
With so many modular easy-fix components to choose from, VersiRail can create a wide range of configurations just right for you.

Fixing options
MSA offers brackets for fixing on or to parapet walls, using either M10 or M12 bolts.

Please note that these fixings should be chemically sealed where possible and that it’s critical to check the suitability of the material on which the fixed VersiRail system is to be installed.

Corner sections

When a change in system 
direction is required, 
standard 90° corners are 
available, while corner 
sections between 45° 
and 175° can be made to 
order.

Slab  
mounting plate

Wall  
mounting plate

Z-type  
mounting plate

Parapet  
mounting plate

Connecting  
elements

T-Junctions, 45–45 corner 
sections and junction 
parts are available to 
accommodate all system 
layouts.

Closure bends

In instances where a 
VersiRail system needs 
to terminate and can’t be 
attached directly to  
a structural element, clo-
sure bends can be incor-
porated into the length of 
a system to designate a 
safe entry and exit.

Access gate

In areas where a VersiRail 
system prevents worker 
access to fall hazards, 
yet maintenance access 
in these same areas may 
still be needed, the access 
gate can be essential 
by providing trained 
personnel-controlled 
entry. Suitable for roof 
lights or trap doors.

Toeboard

On rooftops or surfaces 
without a parapet at the 
fall edge, a toeboard can 
be affixed to the base of 
the VersiRail guardrail.
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Latchways WalkSafe® Walkway Systems

Often it’s necessary (and good business) to install a fall protection system that offers maximum safety 
even in the face of minimal danger. WalkSafe walkway systems attach to rooftops to create a level, 
anti-slip surface that keeps workers protected against potential fall hazards. In addition to offering 
ease of access up sloped or pitched roofs, WalkSafe’s leveled walkways help provide workers a 
defined route that guides them away from hazards.

Manufactured from recycled PVCu, WalkSafe systems are designed to distribute the load evenly on 
the roof, reducing wear and tear on the roofing system itself. This is particularly useful in instances 
where regular access is required, for example in plant inspection, 
rooflight cleaning or air quality monitoring.

Versatile in its applications for easy customization, WalkSafe systems work on all major roof 
systems—from standing-seam to corrugated metal to single-ply membrane.

Key Advantages

•  Lifespan in excess of 25 years

•  Manufactured from recycled PVCu  
and can therefore be recycled again

•  Lightweight construction

•  Designed for use on all major roofing 
systems

•  Manufactured in the UK

•  Class 1Y against B476 fire resistance test

•  Tested to ACR[M]001:2014 for fragility  
and achieved an “A” classification

•  Tropical alternative available for  
high-heat and high-UV conditions

•  Coefficient of friction:

 -  Dry 0.57

 -  Wet 0.51

WalkSafe Walkway Layout
What makes a Latchways WalkSafe system the ideal choice for you is its 
stunning flexibility and customization—you can truly build it as you see 
fit. Whatever your structure, needs and preferences, MSA is the optimal 
fall protection partner, allowing you to personalize your safety system 
with different fixing methods, configurations and more.

The orientation of the WalkSafe planks within a system is described 
as either shortways (running across the roofing profile) or longways 
(running with the roofing profile).

The system can be configured in four ways to cover corners and change 
of direction: as a T-section, longways to shortways or vice versa; or as a 
corner section either to shortways “end” or longways “side.”

Simply put, while the product is all Latchways, the system configuration 
is all you. Contact a Latchways installation representative to find  
out more.

WalkSafe Walkway Systems Fixing Options
The simplicity of a WalkSafe system stems from its ability to combine simplicity of design with mastery of expertise. Our 9 ft (2.7 m) long by 10” 
(254 mm) wide panels require only top-fixing to the roof system. In most cases, the fixings are non-penetrative.

 
Shortways system on 
standing-seam roofing

Longways system  
on corrugated  
metal roofing

 
Shortways system on  
built-up-on-site roofing

Longways system  
on single-ply  
membrane roofing

 
Longways system 
on secret-fix roofing

Fixing method:

Standing-seam 

clamps

Fixing method:

Retaining 

brackets

Fixing method:

Retaining 

brackets

Fixing method:

Self-weighted

panels are 

joined with 

toggle clamp

Fixing method:

Secret-fix 

clamps
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WalkSafe Pitched-Roof Systems

WalkSafe Fall-Proof Covers

If installing fall protection systems isn’t possible, then installing passive 
protection such as WalkSafe Fall-Proof Covers or Skylight Covers is the 
next best solution. Whether on flat or pitched fragile roofs, WalkSafe 
covers can be used adjacent to WalkSafe Walkway systems and 
can work apart from—or, ideally, jointly with— other Latchways fall 
protection solutions. Better still, these easily installed covers eliminate 
the possibility of user error, since they don’t require user training.

WalkSafe Skylight Covers

Wherever in-plane or raised skylights are installed, WalkSafe Skylight 
Covers work to keep employees from falling through them. As skylights 
often vary in shape and size, WalkSafe solutions can be customized to 
fit your particular needs.

Latchways WalkSafe Walkway Systems

Step Systems

WalkSafe’s design flexibility allows it to be used as leveled walkways, 
providing safe access to all parts of the roof on slopes up to 15°, or as 
steps on steeper gradients.

Traversing Systems

Where a level walkway is required, it is key that the correct roof angle 
is identified because the leveling brackets are purpose-built for each 
job. Traversing WalkSafe systems utilize different components to the 
stepped systems, therefore careful considera-tion must be given when 
detailing areas requiring access.
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MSA XTIRPA™ Manhole Guard System

• Used for confined space 
vertical entry and  
fall protection when 
portable base is needed

• Barricades exposed entry 
points while providing 
necessary strength needed 
for fall protection, entry and 
retrieval applications

• Davit arm and manhole 
guard with integrated mast 
interface allows for reduced 
material surrounding the 
confined space entry, thus 
reducing the presence of 
trip and fall hazards

 Weight Capacity

400 lbs. (181 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer and MSA Winch

 Required  

 System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2210

• Manhole Guard with  
Integrated Mast IN-2108  

   OR  
  Large Manhole Guard with 

Integrated Mast IN-2324

• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 
and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

Davit Arm
Part No. IN-2210

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

Stabilizer for  
Manhole Guard

Part No. A2108-18

Manhole Guard 
with Integrated Mast  

42" (1067 mm)
Part No. IN-2108

MSA Winch 
Part No. 10147301

Mounting Bracket  
Part No. IN-2404

Daviw 24" Reach

IN-2210

OSHA

Manhole Guard  
Integrated Mast 42"

IN-2108

OSHA

Large Manhole Guard 
Integrated Mast 42"

IN-2324

OSHA

Multifunctional  
Barricade 4 Side

IN-2101

OSHA

Multifunctional  
Barricade 1 Side

IN-2101-07

Kick Plate for Manhole 
Guard and Barricade

IN-2176

OSHA

Stabilizer for  
Manhole Guard 42"

IN-2108-18

OSHA

Stabilizer w/ Wheels for 
Manhole Guard 42"

IN-2108-20

OSHA

System Components

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS
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• Used for confined space 
vertical entry and  
fall protection when  
fixed base is needed

• Adapter base permanently 
affixed to existing structure

• Many different adapter base 
options can accommodate 
any work environment

• Designed for work areas 
that require regular setup 
and teardown

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer

 Required  

 System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2210

• 3" Mast IN-2003 
• 3" Adapter Base 
• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 

and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Adapter Base System—24" Reach

Davit Arm 
Part No. IN-2210

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

3" Mast  
Part No. IN-2003

3" Floor Adapter Base
Part No. IN-2005

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

MSA Winch 
Part No. 10147301

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

System Components  (see following page)

LBS
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3" Top Wall Adapter 90°

IN-2117 304 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Exterior Corner  
Wall Adapter Base

IN-2131 304 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Interior Corner  
Wall Adapter Base

IN-2133 304 stainless steel

OSHA

Mural Wall Angular Adapter

IN-2314

OSHA

3" Sleeve Adapter Base

IN-2097 304 stainless steel
IN-2328 316 stainless steel

OSHA

MSA XTIRPA Adapter Base System—24" Reach

3" Barrel Adapter Base

IN-2021 304 stainless steel
IN-2129 Zinc-plated

OSHA

3" Barrel Adapter Base  
2" to 5"

IN-2315 Zinc-plated

OSHA

3" H-Beam Adapter Base

IN-2085 304 stainless steel

OSHA

Fall Arrest and Rescue  
Link Adapter

IN-2271

OSHA

Wire Rope Link

IN-2400

OSHA

Warning Post

IN-2161

OSHA

3" Adapter Cap

IN-2072

OSHA

3" Adapter Cap with SST Wire

IN-2073

OSHA

Reinforcement Plates 

P2006-006 For adapter IN-2006 (304 stainless steel)
P2105-001 For adapter IN-2105 (304 stainless steel) 
P2005-001 For adapter IN-2005 (304 stainless steel) 
P2087-004 For adapter IN-2087 (304 stainless steel) 
P2013-008 For adapter IN-2013 (304 stainless steel) 

OSHA

3" Diameter Mast

IN-2003

OSHA

Davit Arm 24" Reach

IN-2210

OSHA

Mast Extension

IN-2044 15"
IN-2109 18"
IN-2045 24"

OSHA

3" Floor Adapter Base 

IN-2005 304 stainless steel
IN-2106 Zinc-plated
IN-2311 316 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Flush Floor Adapter Base 

IN-2006 304 stainless steel
IN-2114 Zinc-plated
IN-2325 316 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Fresh Concrete  
Floor Adapter Base

IN-2007 304 stainless steel
IN-2326 316 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Center Mount  
Floor Adapter Base

IN-2105 304 stainless steel
IN-2137 Zinc-plated
IN-2329 316 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Wall Adapter Base

IN-2013 304 stainless steel
IN-2107 Zinc-plated
IN-2327 316 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Mural Adapter Base  
w/8" Offset

IN-2124 304 stainless steel

OSHA

3" Mural Adapter Base  
w/14" Offset

IN-2067 304 stainless steel
IN-2312 316 stainless steel

OSHA

System Components

Threaded Rod Kit 3/4-10 x 12"

IN-2174

OSHA

Threaded Rod Kit 3/4-10 x 12"

IN-2212

OSHA

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.
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5.5" Floor Adapter Base

IN-2201 304 stainless steel

OSHA

4" Adapter Cap

IN-2272

OSHA

not shown

5.5" Mural Wall Adapter Base

IN-2420

OSHA

4" Floor Adapter Base 

IN-2238 304 stainless steel
IN-2302 Zinc-plated

OSHA

4" Center Mount  
Floor Adapter Base 

IN-2254 304 stainless steel
IN-2304 Zinc-plated

OSHA

4" Flush Floor Adapter Base 

IN-2266 304 stainless steel

OSHA

4" Adapter Cap with SST Wire

IN-2273

OSHA

4" Mural Adapter Base

IN-2253 304 stainless steel
IN-2303 Zinc-plated

OSHA

4" to 3" Cylinder Reducer  
with Cable

A2238-03

OSHA

4" Sleeve Adapter Base

IN-2255 304 stainless steel

OSHA

• Used for confined space 
vertical entry and fall 
protection when fixed base 
is needed

• Adapter base permanently 
affixed to existing structure

• Different adapter base 
options can accommodate 
any work environment

• Designed for work areas 
that require regular setup 
and teardown

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer

 Required  

 System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2237

• 4" Mast with 42" Height  
IN-2240 or 4" Mast with 
60"Height IN-2313

• 4" Adapter Base
• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 

and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Adapter Base System—30"– 48" Reach

Davit Arm 
Part No. IN-2237

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

4" Mast 
Part No. IN-2240

4" Floor Adapter Base 
Part No. IN-2238

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

MSA Winch 
Part No. 10147301

Removable Winch Adapter 
Part No. A2237-06

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS

Davit Arm 30" to 48" Reach

IN-2237

OSHA

Davit Arm 60" to 96" Reach

IN-2197

OSHA

Removable Winch Adapter

A2237-06

OSHA

5.5" Mast for Davit Arm 

IN-2199

OSHA

4" Mast for Davit Arm 

IN-2240 42" Height 
IN-2313 60" Height

OSHA

System Components
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• Used for confined space 
vertical entry and  
fall protection when  
portable base is needed

• Hitch mount can 
be customized to 
accommodate variety  
of confined space 
applications

• Commonly used with  
rescue vehicles for  
confined space rescue

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer

 Required  

 System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2210

• 3" Mast IN-2003  
• Hitch Mount with  

24" Stabilizer IN-2126  

OR  
Hitch Mount with  
60" Stabilizer IN-2204

• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 
and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Hitch Mount System

Davit Arm 
Part No. IN-2210

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

Hitch Mount 
Part No. IN-2126

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

3" Mast  
Part No. IN-2003

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

MSA Winch 
Part No. 10147301

System Components

3" Hitch Mount  
w/60" Stabilizer

IN-2204

OSHA

3" Hitch Mount  
w/24" Stabilizer

IN-2126

OSHA

Universal Joint Assembly  
for Hitch Mount

A2126-07

OSHA

90º Extension  
for Hitch Mount

A2126-10

OSHA

C-Clamp Adapters   
for Hitch Mount

A2126-14  16" C-clamp 
A2126-33  23.5" C-clamp 

OSHA

Universal Wall Adapter  
for Hitch Mount

IN-2348

OSHA

Anchor Bolt Adapter  
for Hitch Mount

A2126-21

OSHA

Beam Adapter for  
Universal Wall Adapter

A2348-08

OSHA

90º Extensions for Universal Wall Adapter

A2348-03   8" extension for IN-2348
A2348-05   16" extension for IN-2348

OSHA

3" Diameter Mast

IN-2003

OSHA

Davit Arm 24" Reach

IN-2210

OSHA

Mast Extension

IN-2044 15"
IN-2109 18"
IN-2045 24"

OSHA

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS
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• Used for confined space 
vertical/horizonal entry 
and fall protection when 
portable base is needed

• When attached to anchor 
point, Pole Hoist provides 
retrieval and fall protection 
when limited overhead 
clearance is present

• Can also be configured  
for horizontal entry 
applications such as  
lifting, lowering and  
fall protection

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer

 Required  

 System Components

• 48"-72" Pole Hoist IN-2337  

OR  
57"-102" Pole Hoist IN-2338 

• Adjustable T-Bar (size 
dependent upon entry)

• Anchorage Connector
• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 

and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Pole Hoist System—Horizontal and Vertical Entry

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

Adjustable T-Bar
Part No. IN-2127

(size dependent upon entry)

Pole Hoist 
Part No. IN-2337

Mounting Bracket  
Part No. IN-2404

Adjustable T-Bar

IN-2127 48" 
IN-2256 47–75" 
IN-2274 12–14" 

OSHA

Pole Hoist

IN-2337 48–78" 
IN-2338 57–102" 

OSHA

Flange Adapter  
for Lateral Entry

IN-2242

OSHA

Universal Ring Adapter

IN-2087

OSHA

Jib Adapter for Lateral Entry

IN-2241

OSHA

System Components

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS
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• Used for confined space 
vertical entry and  
fall protection when  
portable base is needed

• Provides adapter base  
by fitting within  
manhole opening

• Designed for frequent 
setup of confined space 
equipment over  
similarly-sized openings

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer

 Required  

 System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2210

• 3" Mast IN-2003 
• Manhole Collar (size dependent 

upon entry)
• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 

and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Manhole Collar System

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

Davit Arm
Part No. IN-2210

Manhole Collar
Part No. IN-2222

(size dependent on entry)

3" Mast
Part No. IN-2003

Mounting Bracket  
Part No. IN-2404

Manhole Collar  
(sizes are for diameter)

IN-2287 Fits 16–18" 
IN-2219 Fits 18–20" 
IN-2220 Fits 20–22" 
IN-2221 Fits 22–24" 
IN-2217 Fits 24–26"
IN-2222 Fits 26–28"
IN-2218 Fits 28–30"
IN-2167 Fits 30–32"
IN-2223 Fits 32–34"
IN-2224 Fits 34–36"

OSHA

System Components

Manhole Retaining Ring

IN-2010

OSHA

Positioning Seat

IN-2244

OSHA

Cone Shaped Safety Ring

IN-2009

OSHA

Mast/Davit Arm

IN-2295 18" reach
IN-2363 9" reach 

OSHA

3" Diameter Mast

IN-2003

OSHA

Davit Arm 24" Reach

IN-2210

OSHA

Mast Extension

IN-2044 15"
IN-2109 18"
IN-2045 24"

OSHA

Manhole Collar Seat

A2217-10

OSHA

Hand Rail Attachment 
for Mast

IN-2282

OSHA

Ladder Adapter 

A2217-05

OSHA

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS

VarIable Collar  for Convex Entry

P/N Inclination Diameter

IN-2486 0–30° 16"–18"
IN-2496 0–30° 18"–20"
IN-2497 0–30° 20"–22"
IN-2490 0–30° 22"–24"
IN-2498 0–30° 24"–26"
IN-2475 0–45° 24"–26"
IN-2500 0–30° 28"–30"
IN-2487 0–30° 30"–32"

OSHA
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• Used for confined space 
vertical entry and  
fall protection when  
portable base is needed

• Range from 6" to 45"  
to accommodate wide range 
of confined space applications

• Designed for frequent setup 
of confined space equipment

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured  
with MSA Rescuer

 Required  

 System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2210 
• 3" Mast IN-2003 
• Adjustable Wall Adapter 
• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 

and corresponding attachment 
bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Adjustable Wall Adapter System

System Components

Mast/Davit Arm

IN-2295 18" reach
IN-2363 9" reach 

OSHA

Mast/Davit Arm

IN-2008 6"–15.75"  
IN-2168 12"–24"
IN-2075 12"–31.5"
IN-2125 24"–45"
IN-2251 12"–30"

OSHA

3" Diameter Mast

IN-2003

OSHA

Davit Arm 24" Reach

IN-2210

OSHA

Mast Extension

IN-2044 15"
IN-2109 18"
IN-2045 24"

OSHA

Davit Arm 
Part No. IN-2210

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

Adjustable Wall Adapter 
Part No. IN-2075

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

3" Mast  
Part No. IN-2003

Mounting Bracket
Part No. IN-2404

MSA Winch 
Part No. 10147301

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS
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• Used for confined space vertical entry  
and fall protection when portable base  
is needed

• System used with Counter Weight Base  
for counterbalance

• Ideal for movement and access between 
various confined space entry points in  
the same area

 Weight Capacity

360 lbs. (163 kg) as pictured with MSA Rescuer

 Required System Components

• Davit Arm IN-2237 

• 4" Mast with 42" Height IN-2240  OR  4" Mast with 60" Height IN-2313 
• T-Base Extension 72" A2305-16 
• Universal T-Base for 4" Mast IN-2305 
• 50 lb. Weight Plates P2305-016N (Qty: 40) 
• Rescuer SRL such as 10158178 and corresponding attachment bracket such as IN-2404

MSA XTIRPA Counter Weight System

Extension Tubes  
Part No. A2305-40

MSA Rescuer
Part No. 10158178

Weight Plate 
Part No. P2305-016N

Counter Weight Base
Part No. A2305-27

Universal T-Base 
Part No. IN-2305

Mounting Bracket  
Part No. IN-2404

4" Mast 
Part No. IN-2240

Davit Arm 
Part No. IN-2237

MSA Winch 
Part No. 10147301

Mounting Bracket  
Part No. IN-2404

Removable Winch Adapter 
Part No. A2237-06

System Components

Counter Weight Base

A2305-27

OSHA

Weight Plate, 50 lb

P2525-017

OSHA

90 Degree Extension for  
Universal T-Base for 4" Mast

A2305-29

OSHA

T-Base Extension,  
72" with 2.5" Receiver

A2305-16

OSHA

Universal T-Base  
for 4" Mast

IN-2305

OSHA

Removable Winch 
Adapter

A2237-06

OSHA

Davit Arm  
30" to 48" Reach

IN-2237

OSHA

4" Mast for Davit Arm 

IN-2240 42" Height 
IN-2313 60" Height

OSHA

Reducer 2.5 to 2"  
for T-Base Extension

A2217-10

OSHA

Extension Tubes 96" for 
Counter Weight Base

A2305-40

OSHA

T-Base Reducer  
for 72" Extension

A2305-25

OSHA

For rescuer, winch, and mounting bracket ordering information, see page 149.

LBS
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The XTIRPA XLT provides workers with great versatility when looking for elevated tie-off platform solutions. The XLT meets both ANSI and CSA 

standards for anchorage connectors, and is designed with solid steel for utmost durability in tough environments.

                 System Components System Coi

6' 
(1.83 m)

Max 
25' (7.62 m)

Max 
18' 2" (5.53 m)

Max 
20' 5" (6.22 m)

30°

6' 
(1.83 m)

Max 
25' (7.62 m)

Max 
19' 8" (5.99 m)

Max 
20' 5" (6.22 m)

30°

XTIRPA XLT

Trolley for 

self-retracting 

lifeline
Horizontal trolley rail

IN-5039 

Extendable mast: 15'-25' 

Horizontal reach: 6'

IN-5040 

Multi-position base

A5039-12 

Steel base

A5039-13 

Concrete block 

set (8)

Adjustable 

height winch

Adapter for 

self-retracting 

lifeline

Optional adapter 

for work winch

Locking safety 

mechanism 

in work position

A5039-46

Recommended 

transport structure

Meets ANSI Z359.18 and CSA Z259.15-17: Anchorage Connectors

Self-Retracting Lifelines sold separately
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Accessories for XTIRPA Confined Space Products

MSA Winch

10147301

OSHA

MSA Winch — XTIRPA use only

10217097

OSHA

MSA Rescuer

10158178 (ANSI)  
10158180 (CSA)

ANSI Z359.14, OSHA, CSA Z259.2.2

MSA Rescuer — XTIRPA use only

10217196 (ANSI)  
10217197 (CSA)

This MSA rescuer can be mounted directly to XTIRPA 
Confined Space products without the use of mounting 
bracket IN-2404. 

Mounting Bracket (MSA)

IN-2404

Mounting bracket needed for Rescuer (10158178) and 
Winch (10147301) if using on both XTIRPA confined 
space products and MSA Tripod

Manhole Guard Carrying Bag

P2108-025

24" Davit Carrying Bag

P2002-046

Manhole Cover Lifter

IN-2071 Ratchet Manhole Cover Lifter

P2071-021P Square J Hook
P2071-022P Medium Square Hook
P2071-023P Large J Hook

Square J Hook

Medium Square 
Hook

Large J Hook

MSAsafety.com
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MSA Confined Space Entry Equpiment: Retrieval

PRODUCT MSA Confined Space Entry Kit MSA Tripod

PART NO. 10163033 10102002

FEATURES Includes:

• MSA Tripod

• MSA Rescuer & carry bag

• MSA Winch & carry bag

• Carabiner

• Pulley

• Can be set up/dismantled without the use of tools

• Automatic hinge lock legs with incremental adjustment

• Skid-resistant feet

MSA Confined Space Entry Kits

PART NO.

Stainless Steel Kit Components Standards

8’ Tripod 50’ MSA Rescuer 65’ MSA Winch Pulleys Carabiners ANSI Z359.14 CSA Z259.2.2 OSHA

10163033    2 2  

10163034   1 1  

10174588    2 2 

10174589   1 1 

10105612 Leg base support strap

10089207 Carabiner

506222 Pulley

506232 Mounting bracket for Dynevac II, 50'

10169369 Tripod duffel bag

Replacement Parts and Accessories

Tripod System
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MSA Rescuer

• Fast, easy and intuitive fall protection 
with integral bi-directional retrieval 
capability

• Arrests fall and allows fallen worker to 
ascend or descend to safe location

• Durable, economical

• Fast installation and setup

• Patent-pending integral bracket

• Intuitive mode switch

• ANSI Z359.14 and CSA Z259.2.2

PART NO. Description

10158178 MSA Rescuer, stainless steel cable, 
50 ft. (16m) – ANSI Z359.14

10158180 MSA Rescuer, stainless steel cable, 
50 ft. (16m) – CSA Z259.2.2

10159755 MSA Rescuer, rope, 50 ft. (16m) – 
ANSI Z359.14

MSA Winch

• Rugged, versatile and economical 
mechanism for lifting, lowering and 
positioning of personnel and materials 
within confined space applications

• Maximum work load of 400 lb. for 
personnel, 620 lbs for materials  
(20:1 design factor)

• Patent-pending bracket attachment for 
easy installation

• Ergonomic carry grip and foldable crank 
handle

• Includes integral RFID technology

• Includes self-locking swivel 36C 
snaphook

• ANSI Z359.1-compliant

PART NO. Description

10153757 MSA Winch,  
galvanized cable, 65-ft (20m)

10147301 MSA Winch,  
stainless steel cable, 65-ft (20m)

10154684 MSA Winch,  
stainless steel cable, 95-ft (29m)

10148277 Synthetic rope  
for MSA Winch,  65-ft (20m)

Bosun Chair

•  Attaches to chest D-ring of MSA   
full-body harnesses

•  Keeps user in upright position while 
suspended for long durations

• Padded seat for comfort

•  Adjustable web assembly ensures 
security 

PART NO. Description

SSH3505017 Bosun Chair, 5" x 161/2"  
padded seat, black nylon straps, 
2 carabiners

Spreader Bars

PART NO. Description

507131 Spreader bar, 22"

MSA Confined Space Entry Equpiment: Retrieval/Lifting/Lowering Devices



Harness Size Chart for V-SERIES Harnesses

V-SERIES™ Full-Body Harnesses
Because the safest fall protection is the one you’ll actually want to wear, each V-SERIES harness includes unique features to deliver exceptional 

comfort—so you can focus on your work, not your harness:

V-FORM™ Harness

Setting the Standard

Features:

• Racing-style buckle

• Athletic cut

• Pull-down adjustment

• Easy-to-inspect stitch patterns

V-FORM+ Harness

Advancing the Standard

Features:

All the benefits of the V-FORM, 
plus...

• Body-conforming shoulder pad

• Dedicated attachment point  
   for personal fall limiters

• Coated webbing

V-FIT™ Harness

Raising Expectations

Features:

All the benefits of the V-FORM+, 
and...

• Removable, body-conforming  
   shoulder pad

• Horizontal leg straps

• Aluminum hardware

V-FLEX™ Harness

Changing the Game

Features:

All the benefits of the V-FIT,  
plus...

• Thermoform shoulder pad  
   designed for cooling

• Leg padding

• Swiveling hip juncture for  
   mobility

• Integrated suspension  
   trauma straps

• Re-settable lanyard keepers

Superior comfort
The exclusive racing style 
buckle allows for a close, 
comfortable fitting harness— 
eliminating the need for  
bulky chest straps or 
cumbersome buckles.

Fall Protection: Full-Body Harnesses
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Flexibility
The racing style buckle creates 
an athletic cut, contouring 
the harness to the body 
for improved upper torso 
movement on the job.

Adjustability
Pull-down adjustment on each 
harness allows you to quickly 
get the right fit, that last 
throughout the work day.
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V-FLEX™ Full-Body Harness

         Using a patent-pending RaceFLEX 

connection, webbing is routed across the 

chest for a secure and comfortable fit—

eliminating the need for bulky chest straps  

or cumbersome buckles.

1

         Reduce fatigue with flexible foam 

shoulder pad that responds to your 

movement to conform to your body, 

eliminating pressure points and chafing.

2

         Keep cool and reduce heat stress with 

interior padding designed with channels  

for continuous air flow and ventilation.

3

Superior Comfort

4

5

         Using an exclusive racing style 

design, webbing contours to the torso, 

reducing the need for adjustments 

throughout the day and allowing for 

better mobility on the job.

         Featuring a patent-pending 

hip connection, the harness “flexes” 

with the worker, reducing fatigue 

throughout the day.

Flexibility         

         Pull down adjustment allows you  

to quickly and easily get the right fit 

that last throughout the work day.

6

Adjustability

3

2

5

6

4

1

Check out our Harness Heat Study here!

Contoured padding fits the body’s normal curves to 

reduce pinch points and chaffing.

Closed cell foam reduces moisture build-up—keeping 

your pad from getting soggy and extending the life of 

your harness.

Keep cool and reduce heat stress with interior 

padding designed with channels for continuous air 

flow. Vented “V” feature allows for fresh air to flow 

from outside the pad, to inside.

V-FLEX Harness Padding
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V-FLEX Standard Full-Body Harness Ordering Information

Part  
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL Back Chest Hip Tongue Buckle Quick-Connect ANSI Z359.11 CSA Z259.5 OSHA

10195455 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196069 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196070 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196081 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196082 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196083 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196084 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10196085 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FLEX Standard Full-Body Harness with Front D-Ring Ordering Information

Part  
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL Back Chest Hip Tongue Buckle Quick-Connect ANSI Z359.11 CSA Z259.5 OSHA

10211316 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211317 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211318 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211319 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211320 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211321 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211322 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211323 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FLEX Construction Full-Body Harness Ordering Information

Part  
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL Back Chest Hip Tongue Buckle Quick-Connect ANSI Z359.11 CSA Z259.5 OSHA

10211324 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211325 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211326 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211327 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211328 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211329 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211330 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211331 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211342 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211343 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211344 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211345 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211346 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211347 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211348 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10211349 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FLEX Full-Body Harness
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V-FIT Construction Harness with tongue buckles V-FIT Standard Harness with quick-connect buckles 

V-FIT™ Full-Body Harness

         Shoulder padding responds to your 

movement to conform to your body, 

eliminating pressure points and chafing. 

Shoulder padding can be removed for 

cleaning, extending the life of the harness. 

         Patented leg strap design keeps  

leg straps in place as webbing lies horizontally 

across the thighs, creating a more natural fit.

         Using a patent-pending RaceFLEX™ 

connection, webbing is routed across the 

chest for a secure and comfortable fit— 

eliminating the need for bulky chest straps or 

cumbersome buckles.

1

2

3

Superior Comfort

         The RaceFLEX Buckle creates an athletic 

cut contouring the harness to  

the body and improving upper torso 

movement on the job.

         Pull-down adjustment allows you to 

quickly and easily get the right fit that lasts 

throughout the work day. 

Flexibility

         Dedicated attachment point for 

Personal Fall Limiters allows for quick and 

easy attachment, and keeps your back 

D-ring free for other use.

Adjustability

6

4

5

RaceFLEX Chest Buckle

Dedicated PFL attachment

2

4

3

1

6

5

V-FIT Construction Harness Adjustable Waist Pad
The V-FIT Harness’ adjustable waist pad allows you to position the waist pad specifically for you and 

your work day. With it’s patent pending design, the V-FIT waist pad can be adjusted higher on your 

torso for lumbar support or lower for work positioning applications. Designed around pressure points 

and by choosing breathable materials, the V-FIT waist pad delivers ultimate on-the-job comfort.
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V-FIT Construction Full-Body Harness Ordering Information

Part 
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Padding Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL

Back, 
Chest, & 

Hip
Back  

& Hips
Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect

Shoulder
& Lumbar

Shoulder, 
Leg, & 

Lumbar
ANSI  

Z359.11
CSA  

Z259.10 OSHA

10195133 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195134 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195135 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195136 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195140 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195141 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195142 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195143 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195149 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195150 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195151 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195181 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195182 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FIT Standard Full-Body Harness with Front D-Ring Ordering Information

Part 
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Padding Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL
Back 

& Chest
Back, Chest, 

& Hip Shoulder
Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect Shoulder

ANSI  
Z359.11

CSA  
Z259.10 OSHA

10194673 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194656 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194657 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194862 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194863 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194864 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194865 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194866 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194892 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194893 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194894 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194895 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194896 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194897 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194898 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194899 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194900 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194905 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194906 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194907 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FIT Full-Body Harness
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V-FIT Standard Full-Body Harness Ordering Information

Part 
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Padding Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL Back
Back  

& Hips
Back,

Shoulder
Back, Hip,  
& Shoulder

Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect None Shoulder

Shoulder  
& Leg

ANSI  
Z359.11

CSA  
Z259.10 OSHA

10194536 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194630 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194671 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194672 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194872 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194873 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194874 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194875 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194888 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194889 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194890 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194891 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194908 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194909 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194910 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194931 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194936 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194937 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194938 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194939 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194940 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194941 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194942 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194943 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194961 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10194962 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195038 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195039 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195092 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195093 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195110 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195111 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FIT Full-Body Harness
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V-FIT Derrick Harness V-FIT Tower Harness

V-FIT Derrick Full-Body Harness Ordering Information

Part 
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Padding Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL Back, Chest, & Hip Tongue Buckle Shoulder & Lumbar
ANSI  

Z359.11
CSA  

Z259.10 OSHA

10195204 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195205 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195206 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10195207 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FIT Tower Full-Body Harness with Front D-Ring Ordering Information

Part 
Number

Size (See chart on page 152.) D-Ring Configuration Leg Straps Tool Belt Padding Standards

XSM STD XLG SXL
Back, Hip,  
& Shoulder

Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect

Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect

Shoulder, Leg,  
& Lumbar

ANSI  
Z359.11

CSA  
Z259.10 OSHA

10218041 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218042 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218043 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218045 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218046 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218048 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218049 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10218050 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FIT Full-Body Harness
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V-FORM+ Harness with tongue-buckle leg straps V-FORM+ Harness with quick-connect leg straps 

V-FORM+ Full-Body Harness

          Shoulder padding responds to your 

movement to conform to your body,  

eliminating pressure points and chafing.

2

          The patent-pending racing-style buckle 

allows for a close, comfortable harness fit — 

eliminating the need for bulky chest straps or 

cumbersome buckles.

1

          The racing-style buckle creates 

an athletic cut, contouring the harness 

to the body and improving upper torso 

movement on the job.

Increased Flexibility

3

1
3

2

4

5

Superior Comfort

          Dedicated attachment point for 

Personal Fall Limiters allows for quick 

and easy attachment, and keeps your 

back D-ring free for other use.

          Pull-down adjustment allows you 

to quickly and easily get the right fit 

that lasts throughout the work day. 

Adjustability

4

5
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V-FORM+ Full-Body Harness

V-FORM+ Harness Ordering Information

Part 
Number

D-Ring Configuration Size (See chart on page 152.) Leg Buckle Type Padding Standards

Back
Back,  
Hips

Back, 
Chest

Back, 
Chest, 
Hips XSM STD XLG SXL

Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect Shoulder

ANSI Z359.11/ 
CSA Z259.10/ 

OSHA

10206085 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10205845 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206086 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206087 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206088 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206089 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206090 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206091 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206092 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206093 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206094 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206095 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206136 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206137 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206138 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206139 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206100 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206101 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206102 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206103 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206104 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206105 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206106 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206107 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206108 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206109 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206110 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206111 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206144 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206145 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206146 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206147 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
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V-FORM+ Construction Harness with tongue-buckle leg straps 

V-FORM+ Construction Harness Ordering Information

Part 
Number

D-Ring Configuration Size (See chart on page 152.) Leg Buckle Type Standards

Back, 
 Hips

Back,  
Chest, Hips XSM STD XLG SXL

Tongue  
Buckle

Quick- 
Connect

ANSI Z359.11/ 
CSA Z259.10/ 

OSHA

10206160 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206161 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206162 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206163 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206164 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206165 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206166 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206167 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206172 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206173 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206174 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206175 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206176 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206177 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206178 ■ ■ ■ ■

10206179 ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FORM+ Full-Body Harness
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V-FORM Harness with front D-ring V-FORM Harness with Quick-Connect Racing-Style Buckle

V-FORM™ Full-Body Harness

         The patent-pending RaceFORM™ 

buckle allows for a close, comfortable 

harness fit—eliminating the need for bulky 

chest straps or cumbersome buckles.

1

Superior Comfort

         The RaceFORM buckle creates an 

athletic cut, contouring the harness to 

the body and improving upper torso 

movement on the job.

         Pull-down adjustment allows you 

to quickly and easily get the right fit 

that lasts throughout the work day. 

Increased Flexibility

Adjustability

2

3

Quick-Connect Racing-Style Chest Buckle

2
1

3

V-FORM Construction Harness Waist Pad V-FORM Construction Harness Shoulder Padding
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V-FORM Harness with Quick-Connect Racing-Style Buckle Ordering Information

Part 
Number

D-Ring Configuration Size (See chart on page 152.) Leg Buckle Type Padding Standards

Back

Back with 
D-Ring 

Extender
Back, 
Chest

Back, 
Chest, 
Hips

Back,  
Shoulders

Back, 
Hips XSM STD XLG SXL

Tongue  
Buckle Qwik-Fit None

ANSI Z359.11/ 
CSA Z259.10/ 

OSHA

10206057 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206058 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206059 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206060 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206065 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206066 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206067 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206068 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206069 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206070 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206071 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206072 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206073 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206074 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206075 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206076 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206061 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206062 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206063 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10206064 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207679 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207680 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207731 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207732 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208260 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208271 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208272 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208273 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208274 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208275 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208276 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10208277 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FORM Construction Harness with Quick-Connect Racing-Style Buckle Ordering Information

Part 
Number

D-Ring Configuration Size (See chart on page 152.) Leg Buckle Type Padding Standards

Back, Hips XSM STD XLG SXL Tongue Buckle Shoulder
ANSI Z359.11/ 

CSA Z259.10/OSHA

10207733 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207734 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207735 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10207736 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FORM Full-Body Harness
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V-FORM Standard Harness with stainless steel hardware

V-FORM Harness with Stainless Steel Hardware Ordering Information

Part 
Number

D-Ring Configuration Size (See chart on page 152.) Leg Buckle Type Padding Standards

Back XSM STD XLG SXL
Tongue  
Buckle Qwik-Fit None

ANSI Z359.11/ 
CSA Z259.10/ 

OSHA

10197233 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197234 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197235 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197236 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197237 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197238 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197239 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

10197240 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

V-FORM Full-Body Harness
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Gravity™ Family of Full-Body Harnesses

Gravity harnesses meet the needs of workers in specialty environments or specific work applications.

Gravity Urethane-Coated Full-Body Harness Gravity Welder Full-Body Harness Gravity Suspension Full-Body Harness

ADDED FUNCTIONALITY

Stain-resistant and easy to clean High-heat resistant Comfortable for extended periods

APPLICATIONS

• Food processing
• Oil, gas, petrochemical
• Water treatment
• Painting
• Cleaning & maintenance

• High-heat environments
• Welding

• All applications that require extended periods  
 of time in a fall protection harness
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Gravity Urethane-Coated Full-Body Harness

Features

• Urethane-coated webbing provides protection against heavy oil & grease
• Rated to 400-lb./180kg capacity
• Extremely easy to clean

PART NO.

Style Hardware D-Ring Configuration Leg Buckle Type Size Standards

Vest-Type Standard
Stainless  

Steel Back Back, Hips Tongue Buckle XSM STD XLG SXL
OSHA/ANSI/

CSA

10155870      

10155871      

10155872      

10155873      

10155874      

10155875      

10155876      

10155877      

10163556      

10163557      

10163558      

10163559      

10163560      

10163561      

10163562      

10163563      

Gravity Welder Full-Body Harness

Features

• Made of 100% Kevlar webbing
• Performs very well in high heat/welding applications

PART NO.

D-Ring Configuration Size Leg Buckle Type Standards

Back Back, Hips Back, Chest, Hips XSM STD XLG SXL Quick-Fit OSHA/ANSI/CSA

10103213     

10103216     

10103217     

10103218     

10158954     

10151154     

10158956     

10158957     

10164035      

10164036      

10164037      

10164038      

Gravity Family of Full-Body Harnesses
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Gravity Suspension Full-Body Harness

Features

• 8 adjustment points for perfect sizing and fit
• Carabiner with 3,600 lb. (16kN) gate strength
• Elastic web keepers provide flexibility to manage excess webbing

D-rings
• Aluminum D-ring hardware
• Available at ventral (waist), sternal, hip and back locations
• Fold-back hip D-rings that allow users to reduce possible  

snag hazards
• Fall arrest-rated sternal and back D-ring

Buckles
• Quick adjusting, bayonet-style buckles allow one-hand tightening  

and loosening
• Available with locking engagement window to confirm secure  

connection
• Undercut engagement prevents both tabs from disconnection  

while under tension 

PART NO.

Aluminum 
D-ring Configuration

Size
Leg Buckle  

Type
Padding Web Color Standards

Back, Hips, Chest MED LG
Quick- 

Connect
Shoulder, Leg  

& Lumbar Green Black
ANSI  

Z359.11
CSA  

Z259.10

10150454       

10150455       

10150457       

10150458       

Gravity Suspension Harness Sizing Chart

 110 132 154 176 198 220 242 264 286 308

 (50) (60) (70) (80) (90) (100) (110) (120) (130) (140)

                                                                                       WEIGHT  lb. (kg)

6' 6"  (2)

6' 4"  (1.95)

6' 2"  (1.9)

6' 0"  (1.85)

5' 10"  (1.8)

5' 8"  (1.75)

5' 6"  (1.7)

5" 4'  (1.65)

5' 2"  (1.6)

5' 0"  (1.55)

4' 10"  (1.5)

H
EI

G
H

T
  f

t.
  (

m
)

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

Gravity Family of Full-Body Harnesses

Tool Loops
• Internal rigid supports to make connection of tools easier
• Tool loops on leg straps provide more tool-holding 

options, and may be cut off if not needed

Padding
• All versions include waist and leg padding to improve 

suspension comfort
• Gravity Suspension versions available with comfort 

shoulder padding
• Waist pad with dual-layer construction to reduce 

pressure during suspension
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EVOTECH® Arc Flash Full-Body Harness

Features

• Reflectivity on shoulder padding provides increased visibility in low-light applications
• Moisture-wicking padding keeps users cooler
• 100% Kevlar webbing is fire-resistant and self-extinguishing
• Harness is lighter—by more than 1 lb. —than comparable harnesses
• ASTM F887-tested with fire-resistant (FR) properties

Arc Flash Full-Body Harnesses

PART NO.

D-Ring Configuration Web Loop Size Leg Buckle Type Standards

Back Back, Hips Back XSM STD XLG SXL Quik-Fit
Quick- 

Connect OSHA/ANSI
OSHA/ANSI/ 

CSA

10150159    

10150160    

10150161    

10150162    

10150147    

10150148    

10150149    

10150150    

10150155    

10150156    

10150157    

10150158    

10150143    

10150144    

10150145    

10150146    

10155823    

10155824    

10155825    

10155826    

10150151    

10150152    

10150153    

10150154    
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Arc Flash Full-Body Harnesses

Workman® Arc Flash Web Loop Full-Body Harness

Features

• ASTM F887 tested        • Arc flash symbol for easy identification

PART NO.

Style Web Loop Size
Leg Buckle 

Type
Belay 
Loops

Rubber 
Covers

Standards

Vestype Crossover Back Back, Hips XSM STD XLG SXL
Tongue  
Buckle

OSHA/ 
ANSI/CSA

10152632         

10152633         

10152634         

10152635         

10163234         

10163238         

10163266         

10163269         

10162689         

10162690         

10162691         

10162692         

10162693         

10162694         

10162695         

10162696         

10163240         

10163297         

10163303         

10163305         

10162681         

10162682         

10162683         

10162684         

10162685         

10162686         

10162687         

10162688         

Vestype Harness

Crossover Harness
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Harness Accessories

PRODUCT  Double D-Ring Extension Single D-Ring Extension D-Ring Extender

PART NO. 10203182  10203183 505318  

FEATURES • 1" nylon web
• Sewn loop

• 1" nylon web
• Sewn loop

• Nylon
• 1 D-ring
• 8" (back D-ring extension)

PRODUCT  Lanyard Keepers Tool Lanyard  (includes small carabiner)

PART NO. 10113240  10110670

FEATURES • Velcro • Tool drop prevention

PRODUCT  Suspension Trauma Safety Step

PART NO. 10063431  with carabiner
10063441  without carabiner

FEATURES • Suspension Trauma Safety Steps allows 
fallen worker to relieve pressure by inserting 
a foot into the step loops and then standing 
up in the harness to increase blood flow to 
the legs

PRODUCT  Universal Shoulder Pad Universal Shoulder Pads

PART NO. 10028444    10077489    1 set

LANYARD CLIP SHW26 Lanyard Clip (Velcro key ring)

2-PIECE KEEPER 10031676 Plastic keeper prevents harness web slippage for 
better fit 

P/N 10063441

P/N 10063431
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MSA Tool Tethers

PRODUCT Tool Tether with Carabiner and Adjustable Loop Tool Tether with Carabiner and Detach Loop Tool Tether with Detachable Loops

CAPACITY 5 lb. 5 lb. 5 lb.

PART NO. 10207284 10207289 10207314

FEATURES Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)   

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  9.8" (25 cm)

PRODUCT Tool Tether with Carabiner and Adjustable Loop Tool Tether with Carabiner and Loop Tool Tether with Double Carabiner

CAPACITY 10 lb. 10 lb. 10 lb.

PART NO. 10207285 10207287 10207290

FEATURES Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)   

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)

PRODUCT Tool Tether with Carabiner and Adjustable Loop Tool Tether with Carabiner and Detach Loop Tool Tether with Detachable Loops

CAPACITY 15 lb. 15 lb. 15 lb.

PART NO. 10207286 10207288 10207313

FEATURES Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)   

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  9.8" (25 cm)

PRODUCT Tool Tether with Wrist Band Tool Tether with Double Carabiner

CAPACITY 2 lb. 25 lb.

PART NO. 10207284 10207311

FEATURES Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  9.8" (25 cm)

Polyester webbing width:  .8" (20 mm)
Retracted length:  35.4" (90 cm)
Extended length:   47.2" (120 cm)

Designed to prevent falling objects, MSA’s line of tool tethers makes product selection simpler by using color differentiation to identify the weight 

capacity of each tether. Additionally, the durable stainless steel hardware supports increased product life to maximize your investment. All MSA  

Tool Tethers meet ANSI/ISEA 121-2018.



Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards

Choosing the right lanyard can be confusing with so many options! 

The V-SERIES line of lanyards will help simplify product selection by using large identifiable icons on the side of the energy 

absorber, making it easy to find the right lanyard for the right application. On top of that, a simple naming convention based on 

the application will keep things simple. The lanyards are also lightweight and improve comfort through a small, compact energy 

absorber. The additional energy absorber cover* prolongs product life, by protecting the energy absorber and labeling inside.

  Stretch Tie-Back Utility 

 Welding Anti-Corrosion Leading Edge

*Standard lanyard does not have additional energy absorber cover.

MSAsafety.com 172

Fall Protection: Connecting Devices
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Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards

V-SERIES™ Standard Lanyards

CAPACITY ANSI Z 359.13:   
130 lb.–310 lb. (59–140 kg)

CSA Z259.11:  
150 lb. – 310 lb. (68–140 kg)

CSA Z259.11 Light Weight:  
110 lb.–230 lb. (50–105 kg)

WEB MATERIAL Polyester

SNAPHOOK  
MATERIAL 

Steel

PRODUCT WEIGHT 2.35–5.73 lb.

STANDARDS ANSI Z359.13, CSA Z259.11 –17,  
OSHA

The V-Series shock-absorbing lanyard line simplifies product selection by offering a concise line of standard lanyards that meet a wide range of 
customer needs. These lightweight safety lanyards not only limit force on the body in a fall, but also on the anchor location. The shock absorbing 
pouch includes a clear, durable protective cover on the labels to increase service life, and allow for easy inspection. 

PART NO. Snaphook(s)

Type

Length

Standards

Single-Leg Twin-Leg Tie-back Adjustable Fixed ANSI Z359.13 CSA Z259.11- 17
CSA Z259.11-17 

Lightweight Worker

10191755 SM   6' 

10191756 SM   6' 

10191757 LG   6' 

10191758 LG   6' 

10193124 SM   3' 

10193125 SM   4' 

10193128 SM   6' 

10193129 SM   6' 

10188100 SM   6' 

10188102 SM   6' 

10188103 LG   6' 

10188101 LG   6' 

10190397 SM   6' 

10190399 SM   6' 

10190398 LG   6' 

10190400 LG   6' 

10193126 SM   3' 

10193127 SM   4' 

10193130 SM   6' 

10193151 SM   6' 

PART NO. Snaphook

Type Standards

Energy-Absorber with D-ring ANSI Z359.13 CSA Z259.11- 17

10193154 SM  

10193155 SM  

LANYARDS (Adjustable and tie-back versions with small snaphook shown)

Adjustable single-leg Adjustable twin-leg 

Tie-back single-leg Tie-back twin-leg 

SNAPHOOKS

SM LG
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LANYARDS

12FT freefall single-leg  
with small snaphook

12FT freefall  twin-leg  
with small snaphook

12FT freefall  single-leg  
with large snaphook

12FT freefall  twin-leg  
with large snaphook

Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards

V-SERIES Stretch Lanyards

PART NO.

Type Snaphooks

Length

Standards

Single-Leg Web Twin-Leg Web 36C (small) 36CL (large) ANSI Z359.13

10193748   6' 

10193553   6' 

10193554   6' 

10193555   6' 

The V-Series stretch shock absorbing lanyard line simplifies product selection by offering a concise line of lanyards that meet a wide range 

of customer needs. Reduce snag and trip hazards, and increase worker flexibility with the stretch style of webbing. Abrasion resistant 

cover for the energy absorber provides additional protection for increased service life. All stretch lanyards can be easily identified by the

 
icon on the energy absorber’s cover.

LANYARDS

Stretch single-leg  
with small snaphook

Stretch twin-leg  
with small snaphook

Stretch single-leg  
with large snaphook

Stretch twin-leg  
with large snaphook

12FT Freefall and Heavy Worker Energy-Absorbing Lanyards
• For use in applications where tying-off at foot level is necessary

• Capacity: 130 lb. – 310 lb (12 ft FF)—ANSI / 310 lb. – 400 lb (6 ft FF)—OSHA

PART NO.

Type Snaphooks

Length

Standards

Single-Leg Web Twin-Leg Web 36C (small) 36CL (large) ANSI Z359.13 OSHA

10211485   6'  

10211486   6'  

10211487   6'  

10211488   6'  
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Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards

V-SERIES Tie-Back Lanyards

LANYARDS

Tie-back single-leg Tie-back twin-leg 

Our new line of V-Series Tie-Back Lanyards simplifies product selection by offering a concise line of standard lanyards that will meet a 

wide range of customer needs. All new lanyards shown below also meet the latest ANSI standard for tie-back lanyards: ANSI Z359.13. The 

tie-back shock-absorbing lanyard uses an FP5K carabiner which can be tied directly back to the lanyard. All tie-back lanyards can be easily 

identified by the
 

 icon on the energy absorber’s cover.

PART NO.

Harness  
Connection

Anchorage  
Connection

Type

Length

Standards

Single-Leg Twin-Leg ANSI Z359.13 CSA Z259.11 OSHA

10193560 36C FP5K   6'  

10193941 36C FP5K  6'  

10193943 36C FP5K   6' 

10193944 36C FP5K  6' 

SNAPHOOKS

36C 36CL FP5K

V-SERIES Utility Energy-Absorbing Lanyards

PART NO.

Type Snaphooks

Length

Standards

Single-Leg Twin-Leg 
Harness  

Connection
Anchorage  
Connection

ANSI  
Z359.13 OSHA

CSA  
Z259.11-17

10199061  Hitch loop 36C 6'  

10199062  Hitch loop (2) 36C 6'  

10199064  Hitch loop (2) 36CL 6'  

10199057  Hitch loop 36C 6' 

10199058  Hitch loop (2) 36C 6' 

10199060  Hitch loop (2) 36CL 6' 

10199058  Hitch loop (2) 36C 6' 

LANYARDS

Web single-leg  
with small snaphook

Web single-leg  
with large snaphook

The V-SERIES Utility Lanyards have a shock absorbing cover to support increased product life by protecting labels and shock absorber.  

Additionally,  the easy to identify arc flash symbol  on the cover helps to make product selection simple.
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V-SERIES Welding Energy-Absorbing Lanyards
Specially designed for high-heat applications, V-SERIES Welding Energy-Absorbing Lanyards feature a kevlar/nomex cover to support 

increased product life by protecting labels and energy absorber. Additionally, the easy to identify high-heat symbol  on the cover 

helps make product selection simple. 

PART NO.

Type Snaphooks

Length

Standards

Single-Leg  
Cable

Twin-Leg  
Cable

Single-Leg  
Web

Twin-Leg  
Web

Harness  
Connection

Anchorage  
Connection

ANSI  
Z359.13 OSHA

CSA Z 
259.11-17

10199011  36C 36C 6'  

10199016  36C 36CL 6'  

10199013  36C (2) 36C 6'  

10199053  36C 36C 6'  

10199055  36C 36CL 6'  

10199056  36C (2) 36CL 6'  

10199012  36C 36C 6' 

10199052  36C (2) 36CL 6' 

LANYARDS

Cable single-leg  
with small snaphook

Cable single-leg  
with large snaphook

Cable twin-leg  
with small snaphooks

LANYARDS

Web single-leg  
with small snaphook

Web single-leg  
with large snaphook

Web twin-leg  
with large snaphooks

Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards
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LANYARDS

Anti-corrosion single-leg  
with small snaphook

Anti-corrosion single-leg  
with large snaphook

Anti-corrosion twin-leg  
with small snaphooks

Anti-corrosion twin-leg  
with large snaphooks

PART NO. Snaphooks
Snaphook  
Material

Type

Length

Standards

Single-Leg Twin-Leg ANSI Z359.3-2017 CSA Z259.11-17

10206832 SM Steel n 6' n
10206833 LG Steel n 6' n
10206834 SM Stainless Steel n 6' n
10206835 SM Steel n 6' n
10206836 LG Steel n 6' n
10206837 SM Stainless Steel n 6' n
10207240 SM Steel n 6' n
10207251 LG Steel n 6' n
10207252 SM Stainless Steel n 6' n
10207253 SM Steel n 6' n
10207254 LG Steel n 6' n
10207255 SM Stainless Steel n 6' n

V-SERIES Anti-Corrosion Lanyards
The V-SERIES line of anti-corrosion safety lanyards uses a special urethane coating to resist stains, and wear and tear that are 

common when working in tough and dirty environtments.  The easy to identify anti-corrosion symbol  on the shock absorbing 

lanyard cover  helps to make product selection simple. 

Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards
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PART NO. Snaphooks
Snaphook  
Material

Type Standards

Single-Leg Twin-Leg ANSI Z359.3-2017 OSHA

10213785 LG Swivel Aluminum n n n
10213786 LG Swivel Aluminum n n n
10213787 SM Aluminum n n n
10213788 SM Aluminum n n n

10220700 SM Swivel Steel n n n
10220701 SM Swivel Steel n n n

Connecting Devices: Energy-Absorbing Lanyards

V-SERIES Leading Edge Safety Lanyards
The V-SERIES line of leading edge safety lanyards has been tested over a .005” radius steel edge—providing a  shock-

absorbing lanyard option for leading edge work. The easy to identify Leading Edge symbol on the shock absorbing cover 

helps to make identifying lanyard type and application easier. Additionally, the swiveling snaphooks keep your lanyard lifeline 

from twisting as you work, so you can spend less time adjusting your PPE and more time focused on the job.

LANYARDS

Leading Edge single-leg  
with large swivel snaphook

Leading Edge twin-leg  
with large swivel snaphooks

Leading Edge single-leg  
with smal snaphooks

Leading Edge single-leg  
with small snaphooks
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V-SERIES Restraint Lanyards

Restraint lanyards are primarily used for travel restriction (to restrain a worker from reaching a fall hazard) and work positioning (stabilizing 

a worker at an elevated location) applications. The V-SERIES line of restraint lanyards offers lengths ranging from 3–10 feet for a variety of 

applications. Restraint lanyards come in both fixed length and adjustable options. 

PART NO.

Type

Length

Standards

Standard Cable Welding Tieback Fixed Adjustable Hardware ANSI Z359.13 OSHA

10199017   36C/36C 3'  

10199018   36C/36C 5'  

10199019   36C/36C 6'  

10201353    36C/36C 6'  

10201452   36C/FP5K 6'  

10201453   36C/36C 10'  

10201454   36C/36C 3'  

10201455   36C/36CL 6'  

10201456   36C/36C 6'  

10201457   36C/36CL 8'  

LANYARDS SNAPHOOKS

Cable fixed length  
with 36C snaphooks

Standard tieback  
with FP5K snaphook

36C 36CL FP5K

LANYARDS

Standard adjustable length  
with 36C snaphooks

Standard adjustable length  
with 36L snaphook
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Work Positioning Assemblies

Sure-Grab™ Positioning Lanyard
Connects to the user’s harness or belt for travel restriction or work positioning applications. 

Features fast and easy length adjustment. Meets applicable OSHA regulations.

PART NO. Description

Standards

OSHA

SNYR537DH306 Sure-Grab positioning lanyard, manual, closed body, c/w 5/8" x 6' blue, 
chrome locking swivel snaphook, right-handed version 

SNYL537DH306 Sure-Grab positioning lanyard, manual, closed body, c/w 5/8" x 6' blue, 
chrome locking swivel snaphook, left-handed version 

SURE-GRAB POSITIONING LANYARD

Right-hand version

PART NO. Description

Standards

ANSI Z359.13 CSA Z259.11 OSHA

10108720 Rebar chain assembly, straight  link, 36CS swivel snaphooks  

10107326 Rebar chain assembly, 36CL snaphook with 2.5" (57mm) gate 

10129553 Rebar web assembly, 18" legs, with sliding large snaphook 

10203184 Rebar web assembly, 13" legs, with sliding large snaphook  

Work Positioning Rebar Assemblies

WORK POSITIONING REBAR ASSEMBLIES

Rebar chain assembly Rebar web assembly Rebar web assembly

SNAPHOOKS

36C 36CL
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V-TEC™ Mini Personal Fall Limiters (PFLs)
• Compact and lightweight

• Fall arrest and restraint for users 130 to 400 lbs. (60 to 181 kg)  
including tools

• Highly durable polycarbonate clear casing allows for easy visual 
inspection of critical internal components

• Withstands temperatures ranging from -40° to +130°F  
(-40° to +54°C)

• Requires zero recalibration or adjustment

• Energy absorber is completely sealed from external contaminants

• Fully rotating attachment point for complete flexibility— 
both 360° and 180°

• Components manufactured from high-grade stainless steel and 
engineered plastics

• May be used for aerial lifts

• Tested to these relevant standards: ANSI Z359.14, Class B;  
OSHA 1910.66; OSHA 1926.502; CSA Z259.2.2-98; EN360: 2002

V-TEC MINI PFL TYPES

Single-leg Twin-leg Twin-leg tie-back

Connecting Devices: Self-Retracting Devices

CONNECTORS

36C 36CL 36CS AL36CL FP5K Twin-link connector

PART NO.

Type Line
Length Anchorage Connection Harness Connection

Standards

Single-leg Twin-Leg Tie-Back ANSI OSHA CSA

63011-00A  6 ft. (1.8 m) AL36CL Steel carabiner  

63011-00B  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36C Steel carabiner  

63011-00E  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CS Steel carabiner  

63011-00F  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CL Steel carabiner  

63011-00ACA  6 ft. (1.8 m) AL36CL Steel carabiner 

63011-00BCA  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36C Steel carabiner 

63011-00ECA  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CS Steel carabiner 

63011-00FCA  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CL Steel carabiner 

63111-00A  6 ft. (1.8 m) AL36CL (2) Twin-link connector  

63111-00B  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36C (2) Twin-link connector  

63111-00E  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CS (2) Twin-link connector  

63111-00F  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CL (2) Twin-link connector  

63111-00ACA  6 ft. (1.8 m) AL36CL (2) Twin-link connector 

63111-00BCA  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36C (2) Twin-link connector 

63111-00ECA  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CS (2) Twin-link connector 

63111-00FCA  6 ft. (1.8 m) 36CL (2) Twin-link connector 

63041-00A  9 ft. (2.7 m) FP5K Steel carabiner 

63141-00A  9 ft. (2.7 m) FP5K (2) Twin-link connector 

Twin-Link Connector

63900-04 Twin-link connector for Mini PFL
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Connecting Devices: Self-Retracting Devices

V-TEC 10 ft. Personal Fall Limiters (PFLs)
The world’s first self-retracting lifeline with multiple spring radial 

energy-absorbing technology

• Integral energy absorber

• Requires zero recalibration or adjustment

• Energy absorber is completely sealed from external contaminants

Free range of motion

• Fully rotating attachment point for complete flexibility—both 360° 
and 180°

Precision engineering

• Structurally reinforced pawl mechanism

Highly durable

• Polycarbonate case houses the PFL; transparency allows for easy 
visual inspection of internal components

Superior materials

• Components manufactured from high-grade stainless steel and 
engineered plastics

V-TEC 10 FT.  PFL

web/36C snaphook  web/AL 36LC snaphook

PART NO.

Type

Length Lifeline Connection PFL Connection

Standards

Web Cable
ANSI 

Z359.14
CSA 

Z259.2.2

63013-00A ■ 10 ft. (3 m) AL36CL Steel carabiner ■

63013-00C ■ 10 ft. (3 m) Aluminum swivel carabiner Steel carabiner ■

63013-00E ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CS Steel carabiner ■

63013-00F ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CL Steel carabiner ■

63013-00ACA ■ 10 ft. (3 m) AL36CL Steel carabiner ■

63013-00CCA ■ 10 ft. (3 m) Aluminum swivel carabiner Steel carabiner ■

63013-00ECA ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CS Steel carabiner ■

63013-00FCA ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CL Steel carabiner ■

63203-00A ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CS Steel carabiner ■

63203-00B ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CL Steel carabiner ■

63203-00ACA ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CS Steel carabiner ■

63203-00BCA ■ 10 ft. (3 m) 36CL Steel carabiner ■

V-TEC SRL

Cable

With premium components and innovative engineering, the V-TEC SRL offers controlled cable retraction—preventing excessive lifeline retraction 

speed and protecting internal parts from damage.

• Clear outer casing for easy inspection

• Carry handle included

• Spring radial energy-absorbing technology requires zero calibration 
or adjustment

• Stainless steel/engineered plastics

• Retraction dampening features controls the cable speed to <3m/s

• Completely field serviceable

V-TEC Self-Retracting Lanyards (SRLs)

PART NO.

Type

Length

Standards

Galvanized Cable Stainless Steel Cable ANSI CSA

63206-00A ■ 20 ft. (6 m) ■

63306-00A ■ 20 ft. (6 m) ■

63206-00ACA ■ 20 ft. (6 m) ■

63306-00ACA ■ 20 ft. (6 m) ■

63210-00A ■ 30 ft. (10 m) ■

63310-00A ■ 30 ft. (10 m) ■

63310-00ACA ■ 30 ft. (10 m) ■

63215-00A ■ 50 ft. (15 m) ■

63315-00A ■ 50 ft. (15 m) ■

63315-00ACA ■ 50 ft. (15 m) ■

63330-00A ■ 100 ft. (30 m) ■

63230-00A ■ 100 ft. (30 m) ■

63330-00ACA ■ 100 ft. (30 m) ■

63230-00ACA ■ 100 ft. (30 m) ■
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Connecting Devices: Self-Retracting Devices

V-EDGE™ Web Leading Edge Personal Fall Limiters (PFLs)

MSA’s patent-pending V-EDGE Web PFL provides a light weight solution for 

ANSI Z359.14-2014 Leading Edge Requirements. 

• Simplified selection—the V-EDGE PFL can be used in a variety of  
applications where sharp edge hazards are a concern.

• Reduce Fatigue—Using web for the lifeline,the V-EDGE PFL weighs on 
average, 15% less than similar cable units—providing a light-weight option 
for leading edge applications..

• Easy to connect—Get to work faster. Save time and frustration with a sleek 
and simple locking pin attachment.*

* patent pending

PART NO.

Type
Line

Length
Line 
Type

Anchorage
Connection

Harness
Connection

Standards

Single-leg Twin-leg Tie-back ANSI OSHA CSA

10192006 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web AL36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

10192039 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

10192048 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

10192007 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web AL36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■

10192040 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■

10192049 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■

10192009 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web AL36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

10192042 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CS Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

10192051 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

10192010 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web AL36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■

10192043 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CS Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■

10192052 ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Web 36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■

10192519 ■ ■ 9 ft. (2.9 m) Web FP5K Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

10192516 ■ ■ 9 ft. (2.9 m) Web FP5K Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

V-EDGE PFL TYPES

Single-leg Twin-leg
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Connecting Devices: Self-Retracting Devices

V-EDGE Cable Leading Edge Personal Fall Limiters (PFLs)

Specifically engineered and tested for use at foot-level tie-off, the V-EDGE PFL meets ANSI Z359.14-2014 

Leading Edge requirements.

• Simplified selection—the V-EDGE PFL can be used in a variety of  applications where sharp edge 
hazards are a concern.

• Move easier—Reduce potential snag hazards with the lowest-profile housing on the market.

• Easy to connect—Get to work faster. Save time and frustration with a sleek and simple locking pin 
attachment.

• Lower cost of ownership—With a stainless steel housing and protective cover for the energy absorber,  
the V-EDGE PFL is built to fight the toughest elements, saving you time and money on product 
replacements.

PART NO.

Type

Line
Length

Line 
Type

Anchorage  
Connection

Harness 
Connection

Standards

Single-                                                                                                                                               
leg

Twin- 
leg ANSI OSHA

63062-00A ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable AL36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63062-00E ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63062-00F ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63062-00ACA ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable AL36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63062-00ECA ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63062-00FCA ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CL Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63162-00A ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable AL36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

63162-00E ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CS Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

63162-00F ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

63162-00ACA ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable AL36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

63162-00ECA ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CS Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

63162-00FCA ■ 8 ft. (2.4 m) Cable 36CL Snaphook (2) Locking Pin ■ ■

V-EDGE PFL TYPES

Single-leg Twin-leg

V-EDGE Leading Edge Self-Retracting Lanyards (SRLs)
Specifically engineered and tested for use at foot-level tie-off, the V-EDGE SRL meets ANSI Z359.14-2014  

Leading Edge requirements.

• Simplified selection—the V-EDGE PFL can be used in a variety of  applications where  
sharp edge hazards are a concern.

• Get to work faster—Clear outer casing allows for quick visual inspection of internal components

• Lower cost of ownership—Integrated roll cage protects housing when used in foot-level tie off. Retraction dampening 
feature controls the life line speed, preventing unwanted damage and maximizing product life.

• Reduce downtime—Internal components like the cable and energy absorber can be replaced on site,  
reducing repair times.

V-EDGE SRL

Cable

PART NO. Line Length Line Type
Anchorage  
Connection

Harness 
Connection

Standards

OSHA ANSI CSA

63406-00A 20 ft. (6 m) Galvanized Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63410-00A 30 ft. (10 m) Galvanized Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63415-00A 50 ft. (15 m) Galvanized Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■ ■

63406-00ACA 20 ft. (6 m) Galvanized Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■

63410-00ACA 30 ft. (10 m) Galvanized Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■

63415-00ACA 50 ft. (15 m) Galvanized Cable 36CS Snaphook Locking Pin ■
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Connecting Devices: Self-Retracting Devices

Latchways® Arc Flash Personal Fall Limiters (PFLs)

• Suitable for use in work applications where arc flash  
is present

• Most compact arc-rated personal fall limiter in its class

• Kevlar web lifeline

• 6.5 ft. length

• Spring radial energy-absorption technology

• Aluminum triple-lock carabiner

• High-impact polycarbonate housing

• Clear housing for ease of inspection

• Can be used as twin-leg version using the TwinLink Connector

• User capacity up to 400 lbs.

LATCHWAYS ARC FLASH  PFL

Single-Leg

CONNECTORS

Aluminum  
triple-lock 
carabiner

Twin-link  
connector

PART NO.

Standards

ANSI Z359.14 CSA Z259.2.2 ASTM F887

63032-00N   

63032-00NCA   

V-TEC io1
The MSA V-TEC io1 is a new Fall Protection product, specifically designed for lift work in warehouses and fulfillment 

centers. Its smart features help to improve worker safety and compliance when working at heights.

1. Real Time Compliance

The V-TEC io1’s seat-belt alarm style system helps to improve safety 

compliance rates by continuing to sound, until workers are connected in the 

lift. It beeps upon waking up every time-reminding workers to connect their 

PPE right away. Additionally, the flashing red lights engage multiple senses 

so that that the user is made aware of their connection status.

2. Improved Efficiency

By reminding workers to connect to their lift, the V-TEC io1 helps to reduce 

turnover rates and training costs that may result from a lack of compliance 

and also allowing Safety Managers to focus on other tasks.

PART NO. Description

10213902 V-TEC io1 PFL, 6 ft., 36CSN snaphook

10216248 V-TEC io1 PFL, 10 ft., 36CSN snaphook

PART NO. Description

Replacement Parts

10216578 RFID Holder Assembly, Spare Parts, 5

10216579 RFID Holder Assembly, Spare Parts, 50

10216580 Charging Kit, Replacement, V-TEC io1

10216611 Battery Pack, Portable, Replacement, io1

10216612 Cable, USB, Right Angle Replacement, io1

10216613 Converter, Power, Replacement, io1

10216614 Cable, USB C to USB A, Replacement, io1

Each V-TEC io1 comes with charging kit, and 1 RFID holder assembly 

for harness. 

V-FORM/V-FORM+ Harnesses, and additional RFID holder assemblies 

must be ordered separately.

V-TEC io1

w/36CSN snaphook
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Connecting Devices: Self-Retracting Devices

• Completely field-serviceable

• Frictionless Constant Force® technology braking mechanism

• Impact-resistant toughened case

• Meets and exceeds global industry standards

• 100% Full Contact™ locking mechanism

• 310lbs. (140kg) user capacity (web version)

• 400lbs. (181kg user capacity (cable version)

Latchways SRLs offer dependable fall protection and are specifically designed for use within varied 

environments, enabling unhindered hands-free fall protection solutions.

Latchways Standard Self-Retracting Lanyards (SRL)

PART NO.

Part
 Description

Line Type Length
Size

L x W x D
Weight Anchorage Standards

62007-00US 23 ft. (7 m) 
webbing SRL

1 x 0.094''  
(25 x 2.4 mm) 
polyester webbing

23 ft. 
(7 m)

10.813 x 7.313 x 4.938" 
(275 x 186 x 125 mm)

8.4 lbs 
(3.8 kg)

Double-locking 
snap hook

ANSI 
Z359.14

62007-00CA 23 ft. (7 m) 
webbing SRL

1 x 0.094''  
(25 x 2.4 mm) 
polyester webbing

23 ft. 
(7 m)

10.813 x 7.313 x 4.938" 
(275 x 186 x 125 mm)

8.4 lbs 
(3.8 kg)

Double-locking 
snap hook

CSA 
Z259.2.2

LATCHWAYS STANDARD SRL TYPES

Web Cable

ANCHORAGE CONNECTOR

Swivel double-locking snaphook

Latchways Sealed SRLs are specifically designed for use within harsh environments such 

as oil rigs, offshore wind farms and other offshore applications, enabling unhindered 

hands-free fall protection solutions.  They are the world’s first completely field-serviceable 

sealed SRLs.

Latchways Sealed Self-Retracting Lanyards (SRL)

PART NO.
Line Type Length

Size
L x W x D

Weight Anchorage Standards

62810-00US
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

30 ft  
(9 m)

10.62 x 9.5 x 7" 
(270 x 241 x 178 mm)

20.9 lbs  
(9.5 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook ANSI Z359.14

62816-00US
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

50 ft  
(15 m)

13 x 11 x 7.5" 
(330 x 279 x 191 mm)

26.5 lbs  
(12 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook ANSI Z359.14

62826-00US
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

85 ft  
(26 m)

13 x 13 x 7.88" 
(330 x 330 x 200 mm)

44.1 lbs  
(20 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook ANSI Z359.14

62841-00US
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

130 ft  
(40 m)

15 x 15 x 8.5" 
(381 x 381 x 216 mm)

57.3 lbs  
(26 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook ANSI Z359.14

62810-00CA
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

30 ft  
(9 m)

10.62 x 9.5 x 7" 
(270 x 241 x 178 mm)

20.9 lbs  
(9.5 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook CSA Z259.2.2

62816-00CA
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

50 ft  
(15 m)

13 x 11 x 7.5" 
(330 x 279 x 191 mm)

26.5 lbs  
(12 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook CSA Z259.2.2

62826-00CA
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

85 ft  
(26 m)

13 x 13 x 7.88" 
(330 x 330 x 200 mm)

44.1 lbs  
(20 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook CSA Z259.2.2

62841-00CA
Ø 0.188'' (5 mm)  
stainless steel cable (7 x 19)

130 ft  
(40 m)

15 x 15 x 8.5" 
(381 x 381 x 216 mm)

57.3 lbs  
(26 kg)

Forged/stainless steel snaphook CSA Z259.2.2

LATCHWAYS SEALED SRLS

Cable

• Ingress protection (IP69K)

• Meets and exceeds global industry 
standards

• 100% Full Contact locking mechanism

• ATEX-assessed

• Accelerated corrosion testing

• 310lbs. (140kg) user capacity

• Completely field-serviceable

• Constant Force technology frictionless 
energy-absorbing mechanism

• Suitable for use within high vibration 
environments

• Full training and recertification program
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Workman Mini Personal Fall Limiters (PFL)
Features

• Internal pawl-lock design provides many lower level 
tie-off points for numerous work applications

• 6-ft. and 9-ft. retractable lifeline for standard models

• Swivel eye connection eliminates line twisting

• 400-lb. user weight capacity

• May be used for aerial lifts

Durability

• Rugged, impact-resistant housing for increased 
product life

Added Safety

• External energy absorber provides visual load 
indicator for easy inspection

PART NO.

Type Connection Standards

Single-Leg Twin-Leg PFL Connection Lifeline Connection Length
ANSI Z359.14  

(Class A) OSHA

10157841  Carabiner 36C 6'  

10157842  Carabiner 36CSN 6'  

10157843  Carabiner 36CL 5'  

10157844  Carabiner AL36C 6'  

10157845  Carabiner AL36CL 6'  

10157858  Carabiner 36C 6'  

10157859  Carabiner 36CSN 6'  

10157860  Carabiner 36CL 5'  

10157861  Carabiner AL36C 6'  

10157862  Carabiner AL36CL 6'  

WORKMAN MINI PFL TYPES

Single-leg Twin-leg

Approvals

• ANSI Z359.14, Class A
• CSA Z259.2.2
• OSHA

Workman Self-Retracting Lanyard (SRL) 30 & 50 ft

With lightweight design, durable thermoplastic housing and impact-absorbing bumpers,  

the Workman SRL will not only be accepted by users, but also provides years of dependable service.

• RFID-enabled product for simplified product tracking and inspection

• 400-lb. working capacity for increased versatility

• Integral, ergonomic carrying handle for easier transport and installation

• Available with galvanized or stainless steel lifeline to fit your varied applications

• Swivel snaphook with load indicator at lifeline end greatly limits twisting of cable; also alerts  
users that the Workman SRL has been involved in a fall

• Available in 30-ft. and 50-ft. lengths to provide the mobility you need

WORKMAN SRL

Cable

PART NO. Description
Lifeline  

Connection

Standards

ANSI Z359.14 CSA Z259.2.2 OSHA

10119507 Workman SRL, 30-ft., galvanized cable 36CS snaphook   

10120724 Workman SRL, 30-ft., stainless steel cable 36CS snaphook   

10121834 Workman SRL, 50-ft., galvanized cable 36CS snaphook   

10121778 Workman SRL, 50-ft., stainless steel cable 36CS snaphook   

LIFELINE CONNECTORS

36C 36CSN 36CL AL36C AL36CL 
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Anchorage Connectors: Straps and Slings

• Minimum break ing strength of 5,000 lb. 

• Compatible for use with MSA fall arrest and confined space entry/retrieval com po nents. 

Anchorage Connector Strap

•  Standard 5-ft. length; 
custom lengths available

•  D-ring on one end,  
sewn hoop on other end

PART NO.

505282

Double D-ring Anchorage  
Connector Strap

•    Standard 5-ft. length;  
custom lengths available

•  Standard D-ring on one end,  
large D-ring on other end

PART NO.

10023490

Double D-ring Anchorage  
Connector Strap 

•  Standard lengths of 3-ft., 4-ft. and 6-ft.

•  Standard D-ring on one end,  
large D-ring on other end

•  Integral wear pad

PART NO. Description

SFP2267503 3-ft. strap

SFP2267504 4-ft. strap

SFP2267506 6-ft. strap

Carabiners

MSA offers many carabiners for most ap pli ca tions.  All carabiners have minimum breaking strength of 5,000 lb. 

•  9/16" (14 mm) gate opening

•  Auto-locking

•  Steel

•  ANSI Z, CSA

PART NO.

10089205

•  1" (25 mm) gate opening

•  Auto-locking with pin

• Steel

•  ANSI Z, CSA

PART NO.

10089207

•  1" (25 mm) gate opening

•  Auto-locking 

• Aluminum

PART NO.

SRCA883

•  1.2" (32 mm) gate opening

•  Screw-lock

•  Steel

•  NFPA

PART NO.

SRCC641

•  1.2" (32 mm) gate opening

•  Screw-lock

•  Steel

•  NFPA

PART NO.

SRCC642

•  2.1" (53 mm) gate opening

•  Auto-locking with pin

• Steel

•  ANSI Z, CSA

PART NO.

10089209
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Thermatek Anchorage  
Connector Strap

•  Kevlar webbing and stitching

•  Contrasting colors of webbing and 
stitching offer easier inspection

•  Includes replaceable wear pad to protect 
webbing from abrasion

• Heat and burn resistant

PART NO.

10023487

PointGuard Anchorage Connector Strap 
—Residential Construction Model

•  Economical

•  400 lbs. (182 kg) capacity

•  Standard length of 3-ft.

•  With steel D-ring (also available without 
D-ring)

•  Meets all applicable OSHA regulations 
and ANSI Z359.

PART NO. Description

10042792 Residential

PointGuard™ Anchorage Connector Strap 
—Concrete Construction Model

•  Economical

•  400 lbs. (182 kg) capacity

•  Standard length of 4-ft.

•  Includes protective sheath

•  With steel D-ring (also available without    
 D-ring)

•  Meets all applicable OSHA regulations

PART NO. Description

10042794 Concrete

10094384 Concrete, box of 50

Suretyman™ Anchorage Sling 

•  1" nylon tube webbing sewn into 
continuous loop

•  Available in 2-ft., 4-ft. and 6-ft. lengths

•  Can be hitched to anchorage point using 
various configurations

PART NO. Description

SFP2267402 2-ft. sling

SFP2267404 4-ft. sling

SFP2267406 6-ft. sling

Anchorage Cable Sling

•  Standard lengths of  4-ft. and 6-ft.; 
custom lengths available

•  Vinyl-coated

•  1/4" galvanized cable

PART NO. Description

SFP3267504 4-ft. sling

SFP2267506 6-ft. sling

Anchorage Connectors: Straps and Slings

Anchorage Connectors: Extensions

PART NO. Tie-Off Connection Anchorage Connection Length

Standards

ANSI Z359 OSHA

10082683 O-ring 36C 12'  

10002182 O-ring 36C 10'  

10008492 O-ring 36C 8'  

10095264 O-ring 36C 6'  

505233 O-ring 36C 5'  

10001609 O-ring 36C 3'  

10087003 O-ring FP5K 6'  

10073847 O-ring FP5K 5'  

Anchorage Connector Extensions

•  Vinyl-coated

• 1/4" galvanized cable
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Anchorage Connectors:  
Steel Beam

Weld-on Puck

•  3" diameter x 1" thick

•  Accessory for MEGA Swivel

PART NO. Description

10144958 Includes puck and bolt.  
MEGA Swivel sold separately.

Replacement Nut Bolt and Washer

•  For 5,000-lb. or 10,000-lb. MEGA Swivel

PART NO. Description

10144947 5K bolt assembly

10144955 10K bolt assembly

Replacement Concrete Anchor

•  For 5,000-lb. or 10,000-lb. MEGA Swivel

PART NO. Description

10144948 5K bolt assembly

10144956 10K bolt assembly

Anchorage Connectors: Concrete Applications

PointGuard™ Anchorage Connector 
Strap—Concrete Construction Model

•  Economical

•  400 lbs. (182 kg) capacity

•  Standard length of 4 ft.

•  Includes protective sheath

•  Available with or without steel D-ring

•  Meets all applicable OSHA regulations

PART NO. Description

10042794 Concrete (with D-Ring)

Workman® FP Stryder™ Anchorage Connector

• Easy, single-hand installation

•  Low friction wear pads with Teflon enable effortless 
gliding along beam flange

•  Lightweight—only 4.5 lbs.!

•  Integral load indicator alerts user if unit has been 
exposed to a fall

•  Versatile design: mount overhead or at worker’s feet

•  Easy to use, push-button adjustment —no pins to lose!

• 400-lb. working capacity

PART NO. Description

10144431 Standard version

10144432 XL version

Anchorage Connectors: Steel Beam and Rail Applications

D-Plate Anchorage Connector

•  Provides permanent anchorage point

•  Bolts to beams or columns

•  Also available with 8" x 8" backplate of 
black anodized aluminum, galvanized 
steel or stainless steel for attachment to 
concrete walls

PART NO.

506632

Bolt D-ring with Hole

•    Permanent anchorage 
connector

•  Attaches to bottom of 
I-beam flange; user  
supplies bolt

•  Designed for horizontal 
installation

PART NO.

10003213
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Roof Anchors

• All-steel construction

•  Fits all pitches of roof trusses or rafters

•  Easy to install without special tools

PART NO. Description

416068 Disposable

10016468 Permanent

Workman Reusable Roof Anchor 

•  Fits up to 12 x 12 roof pitch

•  Fastens with screws or nails

PART NO.

10102686

Permanent

Disposable

Anchorage Connectors: Roofing Applications

PointGuard Anchorage Connector 
Strap —Residential Construction Model

•  Economical

•  400 lbs. (182 kg) capacity

•  Standard length of 3 ft.

•  Available with or without steel D-ring

•  Meets all applicable OSHA regulations 
and ANSI Z359.1

PART NO. Description

10042792 Residential (with D-ring)

Anchorage Connectors: Window Washing Applications

Pushlock™ Fall Protection
When access from inside a building is needed to carry out external work such as window 

washing, Latchways PushLock delivers a stable, secure solution. With a range of sockets 

for fixing to brickwork, concrete and steelwork, it can be secured in walls, floors or ceilings. 

PushLock provides an internal fixed anchor to which workers can attach a lanyard and 

safety harness—allowing them to confidently take on the job.

•  Eyebolt requires two-handed operation, making accidental removal impossible

•  A variety of colors and finishes available including stainless steel, brass and a range of 
RAL colors

•  Socket and eyebolt both statically tested to 2248 lbs (10 kN)

•  Meets all relevant national and international standards

q Install brass

finished PushLock

socket into a  

cavity wall.

w Depress the safety 

catch then trigger and 

locate eyebolt into 

center of socket. Push 

the eyebolt with palm 

of hand until locking 

mechanism clicks.

e Check installation 

by tugging the eyebolt. 

In the secure position, 

the word ”LOCKED” 

is fully visible on 

the trigger. A safety 

lanyard attached to a 

full-body harness can 

now be connected to 

the eyebolt—and the 

user can begin working.

r When work is 

done, remove the 

lanyard from the 

eyebolt. With two

hands, depress safety 

catch then trigger to 

remove the eyebolt 

from the socket.
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Rope Grabs are designed as a means of fall arrest between a worker wearing a compatible full-body harness and a suitable lifeline system. 

They are used to arrest the user in a fall from a working height and suspend the user until rescue can be affected.

PART NO. Length Panic Grab ANSI Z359.15 CSA Z259.2.5

ROPE GRABS, 
TRAILING, 5/8"

415940 30"  

10077718 30"  

ANSI  
Z359.1

CSA  
Z259.2.5

Length
Base Rope  

Part No.25' 50' 75' 100'

 LIFELINES, 
 3-STRAND, 

5/8"

 R512539LLC025 R512539LLC050 R512539LLC075 R512539LLC100 R512539

 415865 415869 415870 415871 R512539

Rope Grabs and Vertical Lifelines

Base Ropes Material
Elongation  
at 1800 lbs.

Minimum  
Breaking 
Strength Color Features

R512539 100% polyester 6.66% 7825 lbs. white Best UV resistance

R512544
co-polymer core/ 
polyester outer

4.70% 9,450 lbs. white w/red and green Low elongation. No loss of strength when wet. Stores wet.

SRP9200
co-polymer core/ 
polyester outer

5.25% 7530 lbs. blue w/orange Low elongation. No loss of strength when wet. Stores wet.

Overall Length Up to 25' 25' – 50' 50' – 100' over 100'

Increment 1' 5' 10' 25'

Custom Rope Lengths

Base Ropes

ROPE GRABS LIFELINES

Rope Grab with 30" 
Sure-Stop Lanyard 

P/N 415940

SureGrab Trailing  
Rope Grab

P/N 10077718

Lifeline 
 (white)

P/N R512539

 Lifeline  
(blue with  

orange)
P/N SRP9200

Lifeline 
 (white with red 

 and green)
P/N R512544
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PRODUCT SureClimb Temporary Systems

PART NO. SFPLS353050 50' (15 m), with integral shock absorber

SFPLS353100 100' (30 m), with integral shock absorber

SFPLS353200 200' (61 m), with integral shock absorber

Ladder Climbing Equipment: Permanent

 SureClimb™ Cable Systems
• Provide fall protection when climbing or descending ladders or vertical structures up to 300 feet

• Uses a stainless steel fall arrester

• Uses a 5/16" galvanized steel cable

SureClimb Slider can be attached and removed anywhere along the length of cable 

SureClimb Slider

•  Fall arrester

PART NO.

10040010 SureClimb Slider w/
carabiner

SureClimb Extension Davit and 
Base Assembly

PART NO.

10036032 Extension davit  
and base assembly

Top-Mounting  
Hole Bracket

Shackle

Fall Arrester

Cable Lifeline

Adjustable  
Line Weight

Carabiner

Carabiner

Energy 
Absorber

Fall Arrester

Cable Lifeline

Carabiner

Adjustable  
Line Weight
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Ladder Climbing Equipment: Permanent

Dyna-Glide® Climbing System
• Can be attached to almost any structure that is permissible to climb

• Limits total fall distance to inches

• Components for complete rescue systems

• Allows for vertical and horizontal mobility

• Galvanized or stainless steel for corrosion resistance

• Your choice of ladder/rail combination (LRC) or rail only

• Provides smooth travel—there’s no binding of the fall arresters  
inside the rail

• Detachable, lightweight, stainless steel, and aluminum mechanism  
for hands-free ascent and descent

• Variety of accessories to enhance mobility and provide continuous 
protection, convenience, and comfort (if needed)

PRODUCT SureClimb Permanent System

PART NO. 506270 Straight Notched Rail, galvanized, standard length 7' 4 3/16"

506273 Rung Mount Assembly, galvanized

506277 Fall arrester 

10183914 Fall arrester 

506312 Ungated top end stop, stainless steel

506329 Rail connector, galvanized 

506388 Ladder/Rail Combination (LRC) standoff bracket, galvanized, standard length 7' 4 3/16"

506389 LRC standoff bracket, bottom, galvanized

506390 LRC, galvanized (CSA Part No. 10006461)

506391 LRC side rail connector, galvanized

Notched Rail 
P/N 506270

Rail Connector
P/N 506329

(1 required for each section connection)

Fall Arrester
P/N 506277 or 10183914

LRC 
P/N 506390

Carabiner (P/N 506259) 
(needed to attach  

fall arrester to harness)

Unnotched Rail
P/N 506280 (Optional)

Folding 
Footrest

P/N 506384
(Optional)

LRC Side Rail Connector
P/N 506391

(2 required for each  
LRC section connection)

Ungated End Stop
P/N 506312

(Gated End Stop also 
available–P/N 506275)

Mounting Assembly
P/N 506387

(2 required for 
 each LRC section)

Gated End Stop  
P/N 506275

(Example–exact mounting 
bracket depends on struc ture)

Front D-Ring of Harness

Pivot Davit
P/N 506357

Rung Mount
P/N 506273
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Steel and Concrete

MSA Stanchion

Features

MSA’s steel stanchion allows you to construct your own temporary horizontal lifeline on steel 

or concrete substrate.

The system is lightweight and portable, and installation is made easier with the unique clamp 

design. When installing on a beam, only one location is needed for tightening and this can be 

done by hand—no need for additional wrenches. 

Interchangeable stanchion posts enable systems for steel applications to be converted to 

concrete applications and vice versa to maximize your investment.

PART NO. Description
Beam Flange 

Width
Beam Flange 

Thickness Weight
Product Dimensions  

(L x W x H)

10192211 Stanchion w/ standard base 6-18" Up to 21/4" 45 lb. 670 mm x 300 mm x 1,072 mm

10192213 Replacement standard base, include hardware 6-18" Up to 21/4" 15 lb. 254 mm x 300 mm x 240 mm

10192215 Replacement threaded rod, standard with wing nut,  
w/Belleville washer

6-18" Up to 21/4" 10 lb. 670 mm x 32 mm x 138mm

10192216 Replacement threaded rod, large with wing nut 12-36" 21/4" to 33/8" 20 lb. 1,140 mm x 32 mm x 195 mm

10192217 Stanchion post N/A N/A 18 lb. 50 mm x 100 mm x 877 mm

10192218 Stanchion w/ concrete base N/A N/A 67 lb. 774 mm x 280 mm x 877 mm

10192219 Set of two tie-back brackets/chains/hardware N/A N/A 22 lb. 520 mm x 150 mm x 80 mm

10192220 Replacement concrete base N/A N/A 27 lb. 774 mm x 280 mm x 120 mm

10192223 Wing Nut N/A N/A 2 lb. 220 mm x 60 mm x 75 mm

10192224 Belleville Washer N/A N/A 0.15 lb. 70 mm x 70 mm x 5 mm

Specifications

Standard Base ................ Fits 6 in.- to 18 in.-wide flange up to 21/4 thick

Large Base ...................... Fits 12 in.- to 36 in.-wide flange from 21/4 to 33/8 in.

Compatible with ............ MSA Dyna-Line and Gravity HLLs

Material ............................ Zinc-plated steel

Weight ............................. 45–67 lb.

Install Type ...................... Temporary

Lifeline Material ............. Ordered separately

Applications .................... Construction, OGP, General Industry, Transportation

Span Type ........................ Single span

Weight Capacity ............ Refer to Temporary Horizontal Lifeline

Standards ........................ OSHA

Sure-Line Cable

• 40 ft. / 2-man

• 60 ft. / 1-man

Dyna-Line Rope (Red)

• 60 ft. / 2-man

Concrete Stanchion

• 60 ft. / 2-man—both Sure-Line and Dyna-Line

stanchion w/
standard base

stanchion w/
concrete base

Compatible MSA HLL Lengths and Configurations
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Gravity Sure-Line™ Temporary Cable Horizontal Lifeline
Designed for quick and easy installation at temporary work sites, the Sure-Line Horizontal Lifeline is suspended between two approved anchor 

points to provide worker fall protection during horizontal movement. This lightweight system is rated for two people.

Sure-Line Cable Clearance (ft-in)

Line 
Length

1-Worker System 2-Worker System
Initial  

Sag6-ft.  
Lanyard

Class A  
SRL

Class B  
SRL

6-ft.  
Lanyard

Class A  
SRL

Class B  
SRL

10 12-4 5-7 7-0 14-5 6-2 7-10 1

20 13-6 6-7 7-6 17-1 8-6 10-0 1.5

30 14-9 7-6 8-4 19-0 10-4 12-3 2

40 16-0 8-6 9-4 21-0 12-1 14-1 2.5

50 17-1 9-5 10-3 22-9 13-11 15-10 3

60 18-2 10-4 11-2 24-5 15-8 17-8 4

Assumes 220-lb. workers with HLL at D-ring level or higher

• Patented bypass shuttles allow users to pass each other on the same 

system while maintaining 100% tie-off

•  Incorporates combination clamp/thimble that provides  

effortless lifeline tensioning

•  Steel cable

•  Available in 20 ft., 40 ft. or 60 ft. lengths in two models  

(with and without turnbuckles)

•  Includes integral shock absorber

Bypass

PRODUCT Steel Cable Horizontal Lifeline System

PART NO. 10150416 Steel Cable Horizontal Lifeline System w/turnbuckle, 40 ft. (12m)

10150418 Steel Cable Horizontal Lifeline System w/turnbuckle, 60 ft. (18m)

Horizontal Lifelines: Temporary
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Gravity Dyna-Line® Temporary Synthetic Horizontal Lifeline
Designed for easy installation and removal, the Dyna-Line Horizontal Lifeline temporary horizontal lifeline system can be mounted to 

any suitable 5,000-lb.-rated anchorage point and can be rigged using many standard components, eliminating the need for special or 

engineered equipment. 

•  Patented bypass shuttles allow users to pass each other on the same 
system while maintaining 100% tie-off

•  12-strand red rope does not hockle  and minimizes fall distance due 
to low stretch properties

• Integral line tensioner helps to ensure proper lifeline tensioning 
before use

•  One- or two-worker system

•  Shock absorber on two-worker system clearly indicates when  
system has experienced fall arrest forces and should be removed 
from service

•  Can be rigged using many standard components,  
reducing the need for special or engineered equipment

•  Lengths up to 200 ft.; comes in handy bucket  
for lengths up to 60 ft.

PRODUCT  Dyna-Line Temporary Horizontal Lifeline System — for two workers

PART NO. 10150413* Dyna-Line Temporary Horizontal Lifeline, 30-ft. rope (9 m)

10150414* Dyna-Line Temporary Horizontal Lifeline, 60-ft. rope (18 m)

10150415* Dyna-Line Temporary Horizontal Lifeline, 100-ft. rope (30 m)

PRODUCT  Dyna-Line Temporary Horizontal Lifeline System — for single worker

PART NO. 10013151 Dyna-Line Temporary Horizontal Lifeline, 60-ft. rope (18 m)

PRODUCT  Accessory

PART NO. 10070288 Anchorage straps for 60-ft. 2-worker system, 10-ft (3 m)

* Includes anchor straps

Gravity Sure-Line Temporary Synthetic Horizontal Lifeline
Designed for quick and easy installation at temporary work sites, the Sure-Line Horizontal Lifeline is suspended between two approved anchor 

points to provide worker fall protection during horizontal movement. This lightweight system is rated for two people.

PRODUCT  Sure-Line Temporary Synthetic Horizontal Lifeline 

PART NO. 10150423 SureLine Temporary Horizontal Lifeline, 40 ft. (12 m) black rope

10150424 SureLine Temporary Horizontal Lifeline, 60 ft. (18 m) black rope

Horizontal Lifelines: Temporary

Dyna-Line Clearance (ft-in)

Line 
Length

1-Worker System 2-Worker System

6-ft.  
Lanyard

Class A  
SRL

Class B  
SRL

6-ft.  
Lanyard

Class A  
SRL

Class B  
SRL

10 12-4 5-7 6-7 12-9 5-10 7-2

20 13-6 6-10 8-1 14-8 7-2 8-8

30 14-7 8-1 9-4 15-9 8-7 10-2

40 15-8 9-4 10-6 17-2 10-0 11-8

50 16-11 10-6 11-9 18-5 11-6 13-2

60 18-2 11-9 12-11 19-7 12-11 14-8

Assumes 220-lb. workers with HLL at D-ring level or higher

Sure-Line Synthetic Clearance (ft-in)

Line 
Length

1-Worker System 2-Worker System

6-ft.  
Lanyard

Class A  
SRL

Class B  
SRL

6-ft.  
Lanyard

Class A  
SRL

Class B  
SRL

10 12-5 5-3 6-10 14-2 6-2 7-2

20 13-8 7-0 8-1 16-9 8-3 9-0

30 15-2 8-2 9-3 18-5 9-11 10-8

40 16-7 9-5 10-5 20-3 11-7 12-4

50 17-11 10-8 11-8 22-1 13-3 14-0

60 19-2 11-10 12-10 23-9 14-10 15-9

Assumes 220-lb. workers with HLL at D-ring level or higher

anchor straps (web)

anchor slings (cable)
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PRD Harness Type Size
Line  

Length

Standards

PART NO. EVOTECH STD XLG ANSI Z359 CSA Z259 OSHA

10176307 ■ ■ 65 ft. ■ ■ ■

10176308 ■ ■ 65 ft. ■ ■ ■

Rescue Equipment: MSA Latchways Personal Rescue Device (PRD®)

PRD WITH EVOTECH® HARNESSES

Rescue Equipment: Anthron Descent Device System

• Manually operated, controlled descent device 
used for suspended work positioning,  
self-evacuation, or rescue operations

• Cam assembly provides friction on rope to hold 
load or allow load to descend at controlled rate

• System consists of 7/16" (11 mm) rope, Anthron 
Descender and two carabiners

• Device can be installed/removed at any point on 
the rope

• Proper roping/rigging diagrams on side of 
Anthron Descender

• Working load of 440 lbs. (200 kg)

• System consists of a 7/16" (11 mm) rope, Anthron 
Descender, and 2 carabiners

ANTHRON  
DESCENT DEVICE  

SYSTEM

SDC726050 System includes: Anthron Descender, 2 carabiners, 50' 7/16" (11 mm) rope

SDC726100 System includes: Anthron Descender, 2 carabiners, 100'  7/16" (1 1mm) rope

SDC726150 System includes: Anthron Descender, 2 carabiners, 150'  7/16" (11 mm) rope

SDSD25 Anthron Descender

Anthron systems and replacement ropes available in lengths of 25' increments from 50' up to 600'

ANTHRON DESCENDER

PRD

• Consists of full-body harness and integral descender device that 
conforms to all required standards

• Patented components fit neatly into “backpack,” which zips onto 
harness

• Lightweight and unobtrusive

• Withstands harsh working enviroments

•  Significantly reduces rescue time

•  Lone worker use

•  Self-activated

•  Intuitive use

•  Clear rescue plan

•  Improves user safety

PRD Rescue Pole 

Designed to be used by a third party. Should the user be unable to conduct 

a self-rescue, the third party can activate the Latchways PRD’s built-in 

secondary descent release mechanism. The overall length of the pole is  

2.7 ft (0.8 m) when retracted and 11.1 ft (3.4 m) when extended.

PRD RESCUE POLE

PART NO. Description

68099-00 PRD Rescue Pole
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RCD SYSTEM  COMPONENT PARTS

SuretyMan™ Edge Roller SuretyMan Rescue Eight SuretyMan Rigging Plates SuretyMan Carabiner

Protects rope from sharp edges 
and reduces rope friction

For rope diameters from 7/16" (11 
mm) to 5/8" (16 mm)

Stealth Rigging Plate: (left) anchor on point and wings will rotate 
toward load for straighter line of pull

Stretcher Rigging Plate: (right) designed to unclutter and orga-
nize litter rigging points, reducing chance of error. 

Developed for fire and  
rescue communities 

Rescue Equipment: Components and Rescue Ropes

Part No.  
SMI420560

Part No.  
SPPRL4000

PART NO. Description Strength Weight Material

SPPRL4000
SuretyMan Edge Roller w/ rubber-covered 6" x 10" (15.3 cm x 24.4 cm) base, bot-
tom/side plate attachment hole, slots in base plate for tube webbing

— 2.8 lb. (1.3 kg) Aluminum

SMI420560 Quick Link 5/16" (8 mm) for use with SuretyMan Edge Roller [two required] — — Aluminum

SRSF5077 SuretyMan Rescue Eight 6,720 lb. (30 kN 1.5 lb. (675 g) Aluminum

SRSPR5990 SuretyMan Stealth Rigging Plate, teal 11,000 lb. (48 kN)     .46 lb. (250 g) Aluminum

SRSPR5980 SuretyMan Stretcher Rigging Plate, teal 12,200 lb. (54 kN) .74 lb. (330 g) Aluminum

SRCC641 Carabiner, 1.2" (32mm) gate, manual locking, NFPA 1993-1994, Class G 12,364 lbs (55 kN) 11 oz (311 g) Zinc-plated carbon steel

PART NO. FP RESCUE ROPES

SRP508960050 5/8" (16 mm), nylon, 11,400 lb. (5,171 kg), black, 50'

SRP530961050 1/2" (12 mm) polyester, 9,100 lb. (4,128 kg), red, 50'  
(Meets NFPA requirements)

SRP504860SL050 1/2" (12 mm), nylon, 9,100 lb. (4,128 kg), white/orange tracer, 50'

SRP504866SL050 1/2" (12 mm), nylon, 9,000 lb. (4,083 kg), white/blue tracer, 50'

SRP504863SL050 1/2" (12 mm), nylon, 9,000 lb. (4,083 kg), red/white tracer, 50'

SRP508760050 7/16" (11 mm), nylon, 6,500 lb. (2,948 kg), black, 50'

SRP544000050 7/16" (11 mm), nylon, 6,500 lb. (2,948 kg), olive, 50'

SRP510660SL050 3/8" (10 mm), nylon, 5,000 lb. (2,269 kg), white/blue tracer, 50'

SRP500900 9 mm Accessory Cord, nylon. Use with 1/2"-5/8" (1.3cm-1.6cm) main line, 
3,600 lb. (1,632 kg)

SRP500860 8 mm Accessory Cord, nylon. Use with 1/2"-5/8" (1.3cm-1.6cm) main line, 
black, 3,100 lb. (1,406 kg)

SRP500700050 7 mm Accessory Cord, nylon. Use with 3/8"-1/2" (1cm-1.3cm) main line, 
red, 2,600 lb. (1,179 kg), 50'

SRP5020550050 5.5 mm Titan Cord, Spectra Core, nylon, 4,500 lb. (2,042 kg), 50'

SRP500500050 5 mm Accessory Cord, nylon, 1,275 lb. (578 kg), 50'

PART NO. ROPE BAGS

SRB430101 Rope Bag #1, orange, holds 120-ft. 1/2" 
(36.6m 12 mm) rope

SRB430105 Rope Bag #1, black, holds 120-ft. 1/2" 
(36.6m 12 mm) rope

SRB430201 Rope Bag #2, orange, holds 200-ft. 1/2" 
(60.1m 12 mm) rope

SRB430205 Rope Bag #2, black, holds 200-ft. 1/2" 
(60.1m 12 mm) rope

SRB430301 Rope Bag #3, orange, holds 300-ft. 1/2" 
(91.4m 12 mm) rope

SRB430305 Rope Bag #3, black, holds 300-ft. 1/2" 
(91.4m 12 mm) rope

SRB430601 Rope Bag #6, orange, holds 600-ft. 1/2" 
(182.8m 12 mm) rope

SRB430605 Rope Bag #6, black, holds 600-ft. 1/2" 
(182.8m 12 mm) rope

PART NO. Accessory

SRIW1000 Termination plate 5/8"

RESCUE ROPES AND ACCESSORIES

Rescue Rope Rope Bag #1 Rope Bag #2 Termination Plate

Part No.  
SPPRL4000
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SuretyMan Rescue Utility System

PART NO. Description Length

SRS15200 SuretyMan Rescue Utility System 200' (61 m)

SRS15300 SuretyMan Rescue Utility System 300' (91.4 m)

SRS15400 SuretyMan Rescue Utility System 400' (122 m)

10093608 SuretyMan Rescue Utility System 500' (152.4 m)

10033360 SuretyMan Rescue Utility System 600' (183 m)

10101135 SuretyMan Rescue Utility System 800' (244 m)

10037101 Left-hand ascender with securing rope

10035698 Right-hand ascender with securing rope

PRODUCT SuretyMan Rescue Utility System

FEATURES • Primarily used for raising and lowering people or equipment in rescue/
industrial work access/confined space applications

• Pulleys equipped with a built-in anti-reversing lock
• Offers rapid deployment, is virtually maintenance free, and is rated for 

two-person load
• Compact and lightweight: standard system weight 17 pounds (7.7 kg)
• Rated capacity of 600 lbs. (272 kg) for personnel
• Standard rope length 200 ft. (66m) with maximum rope length 800 ft. 

(267m)

NOTE: Due to 4:1 mechanical advantage, user should order system with 4 times the rope necessary for the 
application. For example, a 50' application requires 200' of rope.

Confined Space/Head First  
Extraction System

PART NO. Description

SRS3100 Confined Space/ Head First Extraction System

SRS3103 Rescue anklets

507002 Rescue wristlets

PRODUCT Confined Space/Head First Extraction System

FEATURES • Specialized rescue product designed for 
extreme cases in which rescuer needs to be 
lowered head-first into confined space to 
perform rescue

• Allows rescuer to harness victim, and raise 
both victim and rescuer out of confined space

• Leaves both hands free for rescuer to assist in 
retrieval of victim

• Consists of adjustable lifting strap (A), 
adjustable victim strap (B), one pair of 
ankle harnesses (C), two carabiners (D), and 
storage bag (E)

• Can be used with any confined space retrieval 
equipment such as tripods and davits

• Strength: 5,000 lb. (22 kN)
• Weight approx: 2 lb. (0.9 kg)

Carabiner

Anti-Reversing 
Double Pulleys

Right-handed 
Ascender 
(standard)

Left-handed 
Ascender  
(optional)

Storage 
Bag

Carabiner

Securing Rope 
with Carabiner

SuretyMan  
Static 

Kernmantle 
Rope  

7⁄16" (11 mm)

Pair of Ankle 
Harnesses 

(C)  P/N SRS3103

Adjustable  
Lifting Strap 

(A)  P/N SRS3102

Adjustable Victim Strap 
(B)  P/N SRS3101

A

B

C

D

D

Storage Bag 
(E)  P/N 

SRB430105

Carabiners
(D)  P/N SRCA883
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Fall Protection Rescue Kit

PRODUCT FP Protection Rescue Kit

FEATURES • Out-of-the-bag rescue system
• Remote hook and extension pole allow for 

remote attachment of rescue line to victim, 
while rescue utility system allows rescuer to 
raise or lower victim to safety

• Kit should be used with back-up system  
(not included)

Rescue Pole/Remote Hook

PART NO. Description

SFP675009 Adjustable pole, fiberglass, 6' (1.8 m) to 12' (3.6 m)

SFP675012 Adjustable pole, fiberglass, 8' (2.4 m) to 24' (7.3 m)

SRCA401 Remote hook, aluminum, with web sling

SCE109001 Pole adapter, aluminum/rubber

SCE109003 Pole adapter, 6' (1.8m), aluminum/rubber

SRB675009 Storage bag for SFP675009

PRODUCT Rescue Pole/Remote Hook

FEATURES • Rescue tool for retrieval of worker suspended in fall arrest system  
or for remote rescue access

• System includes adjustable fiberglass pole, pole adapter, and  
remote hook

• Optional nylon storage bag

Attaching remote hook to D-Ring

Pole Adapter 
P/N SCE109001

Storage Bag
P/N SRB675009

Adjustable Pole
P/N SFP675009

Remote Hook
P/N SRCA401

PART NO. Description

10030025  Fall Protection Rescue Kit

General Accessories

Ergonomic Tool Holders
• Holds wrenches, chisels, etc. 
• Vibration-absorbing design
• Attach to broom handles and mops for better grip
• Eases awkward hand positioning

PART NO.

507005 Tool Holder, 18"

507006 Tool Holder, spark resistant, 18"

Hands-Off™ Chisel Grip
• Keeps hands away from point of contact
• Ergonomically designed to match specific shape of human hand  

for comfortable and firm grip
• Per mits fast er, saf er, more ac cu rate work
• Easy ad just ment to hold va ri ety of chis els and stakes up to 1" 

diameter
• Vibration-ab sorb ing handle
• Eases awkward hand positioning
• Economical
• Spark resistant

PART NO.

10040018         Hands-Off Chisel Grip

Adjustable Pole
P/N SFP675009

Remote 
Hook
P/N 

SRCA401

Storage  
Bag

Pole Adapter
P/N SCE109001

Rescue 
Utility 

System


